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INTRODUCTION 

This Report contains an anal."ysis of the responses received 

from questionnaires sent to individual investors, syndicate members 

am managi1J3 underwriters in connectioo with the investigatioo into 

transactions in securities of the City of New York. 



ANALYSIS OF CUESTIOONAIRES SENT 'ro INDIVIDUAL INVFSroRS 



'!HE INDIVIDUAL INVESroRS 

As part of its investigation into transactions in securities of the 

City of New York ("the City"), the staff distributed a Questionnaire to 

a selective sampling of individual investors believed to have purchased 

City obligations (See "Method of Inquiry", infra). According to one 

estimate, ro less than 160,000 individual investors owned the major 

portion of the City's outstanding long-term bonds pcior to the 

mrator ium. 1/ 

CNer 500 investors responded to the Questionnaire. '!'he Questionnaire 

was designed to determine, aroong other things, the information made 

available to investors about the City, their understanding of the City's 

financial condition at the tine of their respective transactions am their 

motives for investing in City securities. 

Over 60% of those responding indicated that they had not previously 

invested in mtrlicipal bonds or mtes. 2/ More than 25% of investors 

queried about their incone irdicated that they earned less than 

$20,000 per year. Y Over 16% of the respondents were retirees. 4/ 

y See excerpt from an investor analysis Dade by Iebenthal & Co., 
attached as Appendix D. A partial list of the comnunities, 
within the United States, outside of New York State, in ltlich 
purchasers of City notes subject to the IOOratorium resided is 
attached as ARlendix E. 

Questim 10. 

'ltds CJlestion was included only "in the second of two cp!stionnaires 
(questim 16). 

()Iestion 15. 
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Overwhelmingly, investors who responded to the Questionnaires indi-

cated that they believed or understood that the City was in good or 

excellent financial condition: !I 

Financial Condition 

Excellent Over 29% 

Good Over 46% 

Fair Over 14% 

Poor Over 3% 

Over 92% of responding investors noted as a factor in their investment 

decision the fact that the investment was "safe and secure". '!:.I Investor 

assessnent of risk at the t i.ne of purchase was as follows: ~I 

Little or no Risk Over 83% 

Normal Risk Over 13% 

High Risk Over 1% 

Over 81% of those asked indicated that they understood or had been 

advised at the time of purchase that payment of pr incipal and interest on 

the notes was a first lien on all of the City's revenues. ~I Several of 

those responding camented that they believed they would be paid before 

City employees were paid. 

!I 

Y 
11 
Y 

Questim 6. 

()Jestion 9(d). 

Questim 6(b). 

()Jestion 7(a). 'Ibis question was asked specifically with respect to 
notes only in the second questionnaire. 'Ibe first questionnaire, the 
results of which are not reflected in the above percentage, posed the 
question with respect to both bonds and notes. 
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A nwrber of the polled investors volunteered additional oomnents 

concerning their own experiences with these investments. The great 

majority of these comments were overwhelmingly negative -- and indicated 

that they hcrl been mis1Erl. We have inc1udErl as Appendix A a number of 

these ocmnents. 

The ()lestionnaire was important to determine the adequacy of dis

closure regarding the City's financial condition at the time of its 

securities offerings. Since the City did not utilize prospectuses or 

other comparable disclosure documents, the staff sought to ascertain 

What means of communication, if any, were E!llp1oyed to br ing relevant 

am material information concerning, among other things, the fiscal 

condition of the City to the attention of ~ospective purchasers. 

The investigation has shown that in late 1974 an:3 early 1975 the 

City's financial condition was ~ecarious and its ability to remain 

fiscally solvent was greatly dependent upon continued access to the 

capital markets. Responses received from the Qlestionnaires, however, 

cb not indicate that this was the perceptioo held by investors at this 

time. In this regard, certain questions were designed to elicit the 

extent of the investors' knowledge of certain acts or practices of the 

City prior to their DDst recent purchase of City notes or bonds. 

First, investors were asked whether they were aware that • [i) tE!llS 

traditionally considered to be expense items, since they would reoccur 

en S'l annual basis, were included in the capital budget.- Of the responses 
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received, approximately 88% indicated that investors were not aware of 

this, and approximately 12% indicated that they were. 1/ Second, investors 

were asked if they had been aware that " [t]he City had incurred short-term 

debt to provide funds required to close the gap between lDleven streams 

of expenses and revenues." ~ Approximately 66% of the responses to this 

question were negative, ~ile approximately 34% were positive. '!he investors 

were then asked if they hed been aware that" [t]he City's expense budget was 

prepared without creating any reserves for non-collection of tax revenues." 3/ 

Of the responses to this question, approximately 97% were "no" whereas approxi-

mately 3% were "}leS." Mlen asked if they were aware that II [t] he City included 

on its tax rolls properties not subject to taxation," approximately 96% of the 

responses were "no", ~ile approximately 4% were "}les.· 4/ The final question 

in this group asked whether the investor was aware that" [t]he City hed used 

non-recurring revenues as a technique for producing a balanced bJdget in 

prior fiscal years." 51 Approximately 95% of the responses were negative 

~ile approximately 5% were positive. 

A further demonstration of the degree to ~ich the majority of investors 

were either uninformed or misinformed as to the true nature of the City's 

affairs is contained in the responses to ale question ~ich asked the investors 

y ()lestion 8.< a) • 

y ()lestion 8(b). 

¥ ().lest ion 8 ( c ) • 
... 

~ OJestion 8 (d) • 

}/ ().Iestion 8 (e) • 
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for their opinion of the City's bookkeeping and accounting practices at 

the titre of their purchases of City notes or bonds. !I More than 80% 

of the responses indicated that such practices were considered "excellent" 

or "good," while over 11% classified them as "fair" and less than 8% as 

·poor • n OJr investigation has shown that, in fact, the City's bookkeeping 

and accounting practices were unsound and unclear. 

Method of Inquiry 

In early 1976 Questionnaires were distributed to investors selected 

from a list of those persons who had exchanged City securities for MAC 

bonds am to those who had ilX)Uired at the New York Regional Office about 

the City investigation. Approximately 284 completed Questionnaires were 

received and tabulated by the staff. 

A second set of investors was sent Questionnaires containing minor 

revisions but similar in substance to the first. 'lhese investors had 

been selected fran two classes: investors whose nanes appeared on con

firmations of sales of City securities subpoenaed by the Commission' fram 

Chemical Bank, Bankers Trust, Citibank, Manufacturers Hanover, and Chase 

Manhattan Bank and investors who had contacted the New York Regional office 

concerning this matter. As of July 5, 1977, 218 oorrpleted ()Jestionnaires 

!I ()lestion 6(a). A large nuni:ler of investors (over 20%) did not respond 
to this question. 
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had been returned by investors. Each set of ()Jestionnaires was separately 

tabulated &> that the responses could be analyzed. The ().lestionnaire 

forms, with tabulated responses where possible, are included as Appendices 

B and C. !I 

y In Appendices B and C, the total. nwnber of each of the responses 
received by the staff has been inserted beside the (Jlestion to \lbich 
it pertains. In acme instances, the total number of responses to a 
question Day exceed the nmber of investors polled because DDre than 
one response was called for or the investor had been involved in mre 
than one transaction. 
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APPENDIX A 

SELECTED INVES'roR CDMMENTS AND OOMPLAINTS 

-At the time of purchase I believed that the financial position of New York 
City was excellent. At no time did I ever envision the ~oblems that the 
city encountered. I believed that the accounting practices of the city vis 
a vis the Canptroller' s Office were sound and truthful. I was informed that 
these notes were backed by the full 'faith am credit' of the city, am that 
they had first lien on all city revenue. As far as I was concerned, my 
investment was souI'D arD very safe. 

"I BIll a young narried nan with an expectant family and this default,/moratorium 
by the city has left ne in a very poor financial position. I an not a "fat 
cat" rut a small investor ~o thought that the return was excellent, the 
investment safe arD secure, arD the one year maturity date suitable for my 
reeds •••• • 

* * * 
-Monies involved were an accumulation of the earnings of a lifetine on 
which Federal, State and City taxes had been paid. In reliance in the 
honor am integrity of a great city I made an investment purported to be 
risk free, after so being cr3vised by my banker. Instead I have since 
learned that sone of the City's practices, ha:3 they been engaged in by a 
pcivate businessnan ••• would result in his being ~osecuted. 

"In effect, the City, its leaders, the Federal and State goverrnnents and 
regulatory bodies, and last rut certainly in the forefront with their cdvice, 
my bankers, have converted a potentially affluent retirement into more years 
of hard work and a frustrated old age." 

* * * 
- ••• My husband and I are too old to convert to ten, and oow fifteen, year 
bonds. We have m other moneys. We have m estate or descendants. Our 
dreams of retirement utterly shattered. Wly are we oldsters being tortured 
SO; in the words of Watergate, 'left swinging in the wind, '? (m promise, 
00 pl"ovisions being Dade for paynent or anortization of this debt of honor.)" 

* * * 
-1 will be 71 years old (Xl May 5, 1977. '" years are n.nTbered row. I have 
IX> children. I cannot SB:f to myself, 'So what, my children will (maybe??) 
get the UDney in the notes 20 years fran IX>w.· 

"1 need the money now for my own personal uses. I was hopinJ to buy a small 
apartDent in a retireuent village. R:>w I cannot do so. 

"1 have been cheated and misled as have thousands of others who bought the 
notes •••• - [rn;:tlasis in Q[igi.nal,] 

• • * 
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"I an convincErl that in this matter I an a victim of 'swindlers'. These 
notes were well rated ~ there were no "'larnings given ~ or else I certainly 
would not have r iskErl all the var ious family member's money as well as 
my own. 

"I am no speculator ~ I bought these as a short term invest.nent ~ I "'laS led 
to believe that with a 'AA' ratirg, with an opinion that these were legal 
notes, and that the issuer, the largest city in the U.S.A., this "'laS a 
prudent investment. 

"Now, here I am. I, for one, would refuse to convert to long term papers, 
for I need these lOOnies now - an:] in the next five years to put three children 
through college •••• " 

* * * 
"It is my opinicn that the city should not have been allowErl to sell these 
notes and oonds. There "'laS no "'lay that an investor like myself had available 
to me ~ information regardirg the financial difficulty of the city •••• 

"An ordinary uninformed investor was easily swayed by the large full page 
ads offerirg these notes and bonds for sale an:] especially by the list of 
pcestigous underwriters (like Merrill Lynch and many of the large banks). 
The high interest rate was especially attractive and considerirg the ads 
and list of underwriters etc. was instrunental in influencing the purchasers. 

"The full page advertisement advertisirg the city notes with the list of 
pcestigous underwriters such as Merrill Lynch and many others led me to 
believe that my investments would be soum and without risk •••• " 

* * * 
"We are very disillusioned by this breach of faith an3 integrity by the 
City of New York. We are a working couple \bo, \bile raising a family, 
foum it impossible to accumulate any funds for our future retirement. It 
was a'lly after our children married that we began to diligently try to 
save for our old age. 'lbwards that em my wife continued to work past an 
age lIIben IIDst wanen are ready to take a well earned rest. Accumulating 
money is a difficult am formidable task in this era of high prices and 
rising inflation. 

"We were raised and grew up to believe that certain guarantees are beyond 
doubt am are given as a matter of simple faith am integrity •••• 

-we need the DDney •••• • 

* * * 
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"Our belief in the first lien of our bonds 00 the City was insurmountable. 
we were shocked that the City could abrogate their obligation to note
holders." 

* * * 
"My investment for one year notes represents roost of my life savings. I 
am retired and depend on the incane in order to live. I would rather starve 
than ~ CJ'l relief. When I rea:3 the ed in the New York Times financial pages 
I figured that this was an q>portunity to get some income slightly JlDre than 
was paid by the u.s. Treasury. I took rooney fran matured u.s. Securities 
and from my savings bank and made the investnent in 'One of the safest invest
ments in the world.' This was the almost universal opinioo. Mayor Beame 
is a C.P.A. He had a reputation as a man who had watched the city finances 
for over 30 years. As a C.P.A., I felt he ha:3 hed an opportunity to make 
improvements in the accounting system. I had complete confidence in his 
ability as Budget Director am as the Canptroller of the City of New York. He 
knew what was going on all the time •••• II [~asis in or iginial.] 

* * * 
"These RANS of 12/11/74 should not have been marketed by the City of New 
York •••• I ha:3 to postpone my retirement at age 68 because of this default. II 

* * * 
"I am 59 years old am in gocXl faith, based upon the offerin] by New York 
City, I invested a substantial p:>rtion of my savings, W1ich I now an lD'lable 
to use. I an a builder am have encountered very hard times am as a result 
was ser iously affected by the nonpaynent of my DDney •••• II 

* * * 
"As owner of a $10,000 Revenue Anticipation Note of the City of New York, 
dated 1/13/75 am d\.E 1/12/76, I hereby PR01'EST the Breach of Contract imposed 
upon De by the State of New York, the City of New York, and the involved 
Banks am Brokers wOO sold them by assur in] us that these notes would be 
honored as written. 

"My note is specific in its clearly defined and binding terms. I CJlote 
here a very pertinent conditioo contained therein, '-am that for the 
punctual~nt of the arincipal and interest of this Revenue Anticipation 
Note as same becane ue am payable, the faith and credit of the City 
are hereby IRRE\OCABLY Pl~' With the above statenent Pius all the 
other parts Which quar ant~ se notes, I cannot understam the right of 
any government authority to ea~rp these existing bona fide contracts. My 
note says 'irrevocably pledg which permits no one, U;--any position to 
change cr 8)d!tfy any part of this cxmtract. 'liirslii'ans.!!2! the dUe date 
!!2!. the !!!:! interest • • •• 
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"As a Senior Citizen - Retired - and with inflation continually reducing my 
fixed pension, I find it necessary to mange my way of life. I need this 
lOOney ~ to pay for all my resettlement problems ...... [Emphasism-originaL] 

* * * 
"We did not know that the city government would make a distinction to redeem 
bonds rut oot the ir ootes •••• " 

* * * 
"I must reiterate what was previously said. I have ha:9 two heart attacks. 
My company dismissed ne after my last attack ~en I could 00 longer actively 
produce as before. The funds I receivej in workmens canpensation in settle
ment as well as my pension on reaching 65 was placed in short term city 
notes so I could retire the following year •••• " 

* * * 
"My husband and I were, an::3 are, very unsophisticated regarding financial 
investments other than Savings Banks. Despite my having endured serious 
illnesses involving large medical expenses CI'l a small income, we have always 
managed to be dignified and self-supporting. In recent years, with my 
enjoyment of better health, am a still modest but increased income, we have 
been able to save some IlDney by continuing a m::x:Iest, somewhat str ingent life
style. OUr goal was to buy either a hane, cooperative or condominium and 
thus oow, in our middle years, enjoy a IIDre desirable living environment. 
The rigors of living in a Manhattan rent-controlled apartment are becoming 
increasingly difficult despite the increasing rent. We began to consult 
financial pages of newspapers and magazines reading articles such as the 
one enclosed (telling of the advantages of municipal bonds) along with 
informatial pranulgated via the press about the current good financial 
solvency of the City of New York. 

"we were oot interested in any long~term investment and the New York City 
Notes seemed to answer our purpose. An investment for one year for our down
paynent on a home or apartrrent would give us just the right amount of time to 
look arourrl while accruing a better return on the amount saved for that 
purpose." 

* * * 
WI purchased my note because I was over 60 years old, ha:! 00 pension from 
the firm I now work for, and resented bitterly having to pay incane tax 
on the interest fran the money I saved as a hard-working, thrifty citizen. 

WI thought a cme year note 1IIDuld help •••• " 

* * * 
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.. • • • I took out my hard earned money fran its safe place in a savings 
bank where I ~s guaranteed satisfaction to invest in the City. M:>w it is 
not guaranteed am there is 00 excuse in the world why I shouldn't have 
my noney. I ~nt it back inmediately. I am a hard working individual ~o 
works for his lOOney and I have always payed taxes to the City without any 
questions ...... 

* * * 
..... Had I known of the city's financial condition prior to purchase, even 
an interest rate of double digit proportions would oot entice Ire to ooy 
these notes •••• 

..... [T]hey added insult to injury by changing the law in the middle of 
the gane b¥ declaring a default, a IOOratorium •••• ft 

* * * 
"When the IOOratorium was declared we felt thoroughly defrauded and misled by 
the information reported in the newspapers which quoted politicians, bankers 
am other financial market people prior to the IOOratorium. Especially after 
these same people and/or sources indicated by their carrnents after the 
JOOratorium was set up that they were well aware of the financial condition 
of the city well before these notes were peddled (and I use that word 
advisedly). " 

* * * 
"I personally feel that the city ha1 00 right to even think of issuing these 
notes. It is just beyond bel ief that the city didn't know that they oouldn' t 
meet these obligations. This issue was a 'hoax'. Never, never, in this 
country did I ever think this oould happen." 



APPENDIX B 

1. With respect to each City note and bond that you purchased, 
please indicate in the appropriate columns set forth below: 

(a) the nane of the bank or brokerage firm from whom you 
purchased each note or bond~ 

(b) the date(s) of purchase(s) ~ 

(c) the date(s) of maturity(ies)~ 

(d) the rate(s) of interest on the notes or bonds~ and 

(e) the name(s) of the salespe~son(s)* of the banks or 
brokerage firms who assisted you in purchasing these 
notes or bonds. 

If confirmation(s) of your purchase(s) indicates the 
above information, you may send us the confirmation(s) 
in lieu of answering this question. We shall return 
such confirmations to you prorrptly. 

* Salesperson, Account Executive or Registered Representative. 
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00 NOr SEND US YOUR BOODS OR NOrES 

Date of 
Purchase 

(b) 

Date of 
Maturity 

(c) 

Rate of 
Interest 

(d) 

Account 
Executive or 
Salesperson 

(e) 

2. Please state in detail all the conversations you ha:1 with 
account executive or salespersons at and prior to each 
purchase by you of these notes or borx:3s. 
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(If more than one conversation please continue on a 
separate piece of paper and identify Which purchase 
goes with each conversation) 

3. Did you learn of the offering of these bonds or mtes 
as a result of: 

(a) Published articles about the pcoposed 
offerirg of bonds or notes of the City. [185] 

(b) Recomnendation by your bankers or broker. [108] 

(c) Recomnendation by a fr ierrl , relati ve or 
business associate. [34] 

(d) Sone other way. Please specify. [29] 

N) RESKlNSE - 2 

4. Did you receive any of the docunents or reports re
ferred to below before payirg for the bonds or notes: 

(a) A -Report of Essential Facts· for the City of 
New York: 

Yes [13] No [269] N) RESPOOSE 

4 
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(b) '!he "Notice of Sale n describing the offering in which 
you were participating: 

Yes [39] No [230] No Response - IS 

(c) A published or reported opinion of counsel dealing 
wi th the tax exempt features of the bonds or notes 
being purchased: 

Yes [74] No [197] No Response - 14 

(d) '!he fiscal newsletter for the City of New York: 

Yes [10] No [264] No Response - 10 

(e) A conf irmat ion of your purchase (s) sent to you by 
your bank or broker: 

Yes [253] No [22] No Response - 9 

(f) Literature about the bonds or notes prepared or 
distributed by your bank or broker: 

Yes [30] No [245] No Response - 9 

(g) A credit analysis on the City prepared by Moody's 
Investor Service, Inc.: Yes [15] No [248] No Response - 21 
Standard & Poors Corp.: Yes [13] No [242] No Response - 29 
any other rating service: Yes [7] No [228] No Response - 49 

Please identify 
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(h) If yoo did not receive a credit analysis were you 
aware of or were you informed of the rating given 
to such notes or bonds: 

Yes [121] No [151] No Response - 13 

If your answer is yes, please indicate below what 
your understanding was of such rating, ~at such 
rating meant to yoo and identify the firm which 
furnished this rating. 

( i) Other informaticn relating to or descr ibirg the 
mtes or bonds being plrchased: 

Yes [32] No [203] No Response - 49 

If the answer to (i) is }'es, please describe this 
material in the space below. 
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If the answer to part 4(f) or 4(i) of this question 
is yes and such mater ials are still in your p:>ssession, 
please enclose duplicate copies of the materials with 
your completed questionnaire. 

_00 ~ SEND _US ~ ~EOIDS=~ OR NC1I'ES. 

5. Did you receive any of the documents or reports referred 
to in Item 4 above iJrrnediately after you paid for your 
notes or bonds? 

Yes [73] No [173] No Response - 38 

If your answer is "yes" please identify such documents 
or reports. 

Again, if the appropriate materials are still in your 
p:>ssession, please enclose duplicate copies of such 
materials with your completed questionnaire. 

00 NOT SEND US YOUR EOIDS OR 00l'ES. 
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6. At the time you purchased your tx>nds or notes what 
was your understanding of the City's financial condition? 

Excellent [90] Good (146) Fair (38) Poor (10) No Response-13 

Please explain in detail the source(s) of information 
that led you to believe the City's condition was as you 
have iooicated. 

(a) The City's bookkeeping and accounting practices were: 

Excellent [56) Good (110) Fair (29) Poor [21] No Response-73 

What was the source{s) of information that led you to 
believe the City's practices were as you have indicated? 
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(b) What degree of risk, if any, did you perceive to 
be involved in a purchase of City notes or bonds? 

High [4] Normal [25] Little [70] None [180] No Response-7 

(c) What were you told if anything regarding a secondary 
or trading market in City notes and bonds? 

7. (a) At the time you purchased your bond (s) or note (s) of 
the City, were you advised or was it your understanding 
that payment of principal and interest shall be a 
first lien on all of the City's revenues? 

Yes [255] No [17] No Response - 12 
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(b) If your answer to the above is yes, please identify 
the source of your advice or understanding. 

(c) If your answer in (a) is yes, please indicate below 
the information you received or your understanding 
of '4Ittlat is meant by a first lien. 

8. Pr ior to the time of your JlDst recent p,lrchase of notes or 
bonds of the City of New York were you aware of any of the 
following acts or IX act ices of the City, as identified by 
New York State Comptroller Levitt in his audits with 
respect to New York City: 
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(a) Items traditionally considered to be expense items 
since they would reoccur on an annual basis were 
included in the capital budget~ 

Yes [31] No [231] No Response - 22 

(b) The City ha:1 incurred short term debt to provide 
funds required to close the gap between tmeven 
streams of expenses and revenues~ 

Yes [90] No [175] No Response - 19 

(c) The City's expense budget was prepared without 
creating any reserves for non-co11ection of tax 
revenues~ 

Yes [4] No [258] No Response - 22 

(d) The City included on its tax rolls properties not 
subject to taxation; 

Yes [6] No [257] No Response - 21 

(e) The City ha:1 used non-recurri1'13 revenues as a technique 
for producing a balanced budget in pr ior fiscal years; 

Yes [13] No [246] No Response - 25 

9. Please indicate which of the following items were factors 
in your investment decision to purchase City note(s) or 
bond(s) : 

(a) Higher rate of interest payable than in other 
investnents: 

Yes [202] No [63] No Response - 19 
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(b) Tax eXE!T\pt status with respect to incone derived 
from an investment in City bond(s) or rote(s): 

Yes [272] No [3] No Response - 9 

(c) Favorable rating given to such bonds or notes: 

Yes [222] No [28] No Response - 34 

(d) A safe and secure investment: 

Yes [269] No [6] No Response - 9 

(e) Matur i ty date of the bond ( s) or rote (s) net your 
investment needs: 

Yes [254] No [13] ~ Response - 17 

(f) If there were other reasons, please summarize 
them below: 
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10. Was your investment in City note(s) or bond(s) your 
first investment in municipal note(s) or bond(s)? 

Yes [178] No [103] No Response - 5 

11. Apart from New York City notes or bonds have you 
purchased any of the following: 

Corporate Stock [191] 

Corporate Bonds [108] 

Other Municipal Bonds [92] 

Other Municipal Notes [ 42] 

N) 34 

NO RESPCNSE 30 

12. At the tine that you purchased you note(s) or bond(s) , 
were you advised that the City might defer its obli
gations to certain of its noteholders through the en
actment of a IOOratorium law? 

Yes [4] No [275] No Response - 5 

13. If you held any notes of the City of New York caning 
due beginning in I.)ecent)er of 1975, please check the 
appropriate box below: 
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(a) I am holding these notes and anticipate that I 
will continue to hold them until the expiration 
of the moratorium: [140] 

(b) I sold these notes: [8] 

(c) I exchanged these notes or intend to exchange 
these notes for the obligations of the Municipal 
Assistance Corporation: [124] 

NO RESPCNSE 

1 

29 

14. Please indicate your highest level of academic study: 

Post-Graduate 

College Graduate 

High School Graduate 

Other 

NO RESPCNSE 

[108] 

[84] 

[71] 

[27] 

9 

15. Please indicate your area of enployment at time of your 
last purchase of New York City's bonds or notes: 

Self-ElIployed [68] 

Professional [108] 

White-COllar Employee [60] 

Laborer [3] 

Retired [58] 

Uneuployed [8] 

01'HER 9 

!K) RESPCH)E 1 
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16. Please indicate your marital status: 

Single 

Married 

Divorced 

Widow or Widower 

M) RESPOOSE 

[331 

[2151 

[7] 

[251 

4 

17. I would be willing to discuss my situation in further 
detail with a representative of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. 

Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Name ________________________________________________ _ 

Bane 
Address 

I 

Business 
Address -----------------------------------------------
Home Telephone 
N\.mt)er -----------------------------------------------
Business Telephone 
N\.mt)er ------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX C 

1. With respect to each City rote and bond that you purchased, 
please indicate in the appropriate columns set forth on 
page 2: 

(a) 'Dle name of the bank or brokerage firm from whom 
yoo purchased each note or bond; 

(b) The date(s.) of purchase(s); 

(c) The date(s) of maturity( ies); 

(d) The rate (s) of interest on the rotes or bonds; 
am 

(e) The name(s) of the salesperson(s)* of the bonds 
or brokerage firms who assisted yoo in purchasing 
these rotes or bonds. 

If confirmation(s) of your purchase(s) indicates the 
above information, yoo may serrl us the confirmatioo (s) 
in lieu of answering this question. We shall return 
such confirmations to yoo pranptly. In any event, 
please state the pr incipal anount of the bond or 
note purchased. 

* Salesperson, Account Executive or Registered Representative. 



Firm -
(a) 

00 oor SEND US YOUR BOOtS OR 00l'ES 

Date of 
Purchase 

(b) 

Date of 
Maturity 

(c) 

Rate of 
Interest 

. (d) 

2. 

Account 
Executive or 
~~esper~ 

(e) 

2. Please state in detail all the conversations you had 
with salespersons at and prior to each purchase by you 
of these notes or bonds. 

(If IIDre than one conversation took place, please continue 
your description on a separate piece of paper and identify 
which purchase goes with each conversation.) 



3. 

3. Did you learn of the offerir¥3 of these bonds or notes 
as a result of: 

(a) Published articles about the p:oposed 
offerir¥3 of bonds or notes of the City? [130] 

(b) Reconmendation by your banker or broker? [71] 

( c) Reconmendation by a fr iem, relative or 
oosiness associate? [ 28] 

(d) Sone other way? Please specify. 24] 

00 RESPOOSE 

4. Did you receive any of the documents or reports re
ferred to below before paying for the bonds or ootes: 

(a) A "Report of Essential Facts" for the City, i.e., 
a 2-3 page docunent p:epared by the Canptroller' s 
office? 

Yes [7] No [201] No Response 10 

(b) The "Notice of Sale" describir¥3 the bonds or 
notes, i.e., the official several page notice 
of the Comptroller's office? 

Yes [6] No [199] No Response 13 

(c) A published or reported opinion of counsel dealing 
wi th the tax-i!xempt features of the bonds or 
notes be ir¥3 purchased? 

Yes [35] No [172] No Response 12 

2 



4. 

(d) 'ltIe fiscal newsletter for the City of New York 
published by the Finance Administration of 
the City? 

Yes [2] No [201] No Response 15 

(e) A confirmation of your purchase(s) sent to you by 
your bank or broker? 

Yes [183] No [28] No Response 7 

(f) Literature about the bonds or notes prepared or 
distributed by your bank or broker? 

Yes [14] No [194] No Response 10 

(g) A credit analysis on the City prepared by Moody's 
Investor Service, Inc.? 

Yes [4] No [204] No Response 10 

or Standard & Poor I s Corp.? 

Yes [4] No [203] No Response 12 

any other rating service? 

Yes [2] No [205] No Response 12 

Please identify 

(h) If you did not receive a credit analysis, were 
you aware of or were you inforned of the rating 
given to such notes or bonds? 

Yes [71] No· [133] No Response 15 



If your answer is yes, please indicate below 

(i) The rating; 

(ii) Your understanding of the meaning of the 
rating, and 

(iii) How you learned of the rating. 

5. 

(i) Other information relating to or descr ibing the 
notes or bonds being purchased? 

Yes [22] No [137] No Response 59 

If the answer to (i) is yes, please descr ibe this 
mater ial in the space below. 

If the answer to part 4(f)-(i) of this question is yes, and such 
materials are still in your possession, please enclose duplicate 
copies of the materials with your completed questionnaire. 



5. Did you receive any of the documents or reports re
ferred to in Item 4 above ~iately after you paid 
for your notes or bonds? 

6. 

Yes [42] No [148] No Response 28 

If your answer is "yes" please identify sum documents 
or reports. 

Again, if the appropriate materials are still in your 
possession, please enclose dupl icate copies of such 
materials with your completed questionnaire. 

00 lCI' SEND US YOUR EQIDS OR tUl'ES 

6. At the tine you purchased your bonds or notes, wat 
did you believe the City's financial condition to be? 

Excellent [65] GoOO [110] Fair [39] Poor [8] No Response 8 

Please explain in detail the source ( s) of information 
that led yCll to believe the City's conditiCl'l was as 
you have indicated. 



(a) At the tine you purchased your bonds or notes, 
What did you believe the City's bookkeeping and 
accounting practices to be? 

Excellent [55] Good [107] Fair [18] POor [9] 

What was the source (s) of information that led 
you to believe the City's pcactices were as you 
have indicated? 

7. 

(b) At the time you purchased your bonds or notes, 
what degree of risk, if any, did you perceive to 
be involved in a purchase of City notes or bonds? 

High [2] Normal [42] Little [44] None [132] 

(c) tilat were you told, if anything, regarding a 
secondary or tracUng market in City notes and 
bonds? 

No Response 32 

No Response 2 



7. (a) If you purchased notes, were you advised or was 
it your understanding at the tine of purchase, 
that payment of pr incipal and interest of the 
notes shall be a first lien on all of the City's 
revenues? 

8. 

Yes [177] No [22] No Response 19 

(b) If your answer to the above is yes, please 
identify the source of your advice or understanding. 

(c) If your answer in (a) is yes, please indicate 
below the information you received or your under
standing of what is meant by a first lien. 

8. Prior to the tine of your most recent purchase of notes 
or bonds of the City, were you aware of any of the 
following acts or practices of the City, as identified 
by New York State Cauptro1ler Levitt in his audits with 
respect to the City: 

(a) Items traditionally considered to be expense 
items, since they vould reoccur on an annual basis, 
were included in the capital budgetJ 

Yes [18] No [191] No Response 9 



(b) Tre City had incurred short term debt to provide 
funds required to close the gap between uneven 
streams of expenses and revenues: 

9. 

Yes [69] No [136] No Response 13 

( c ) The City's expense budget was prepared without 
creating any reserves for non-collection of tax 
revenues: 

Yes [6] No [200] No Response 12 

(d) The City included 00 its tax rolls properties not 
subject to taxation: 

Yes [12] No [192] No Response 14 

( e) The City had used non-recurr in; revenues as a 
technique for producing a balanced oodget in 
prior fiscal years: 

Yes [9] No [195] No Response 14 

9. Please Wicate which, if any, of the fol10wirg items 
were factors in your investment decision to purchase 
Ci ty notes or bonds: 

( a) Higher rate of interest payable than in other 
investments: 

Yes [171] No [30] No Response 18 

(b) Tax exanpt status with respect to incone der i ved 
from an investment in City bonds or notes: 

Yes [210] No [4] No Response 4 

(c) Favorable rating given to such b:>nds or ootes: 

Yes [132] No [49] 

(d) A safe and secure investment: 

Yes [197] It> [9] 

(e) Maturity date of the bonds or notes met your 
investment needs: 

Yes [205] It> [5] 

No Response 37 

It> Response 12 

It> Response 8 



(f) If there were other reasons, please sunrnarize 
them below: 

10. 

10. Was your investment in City notes or bonds your first 
investment in municipal mtes or bonds? 

Yes [132] No [80] No Response 6 

11. Apart from City mtes or bonds, had you pceviously 
purchased any of the following: 

Corporate Stock [181] 

Corporate Bonds [90] 

Other fllnicipal Bends [72] 

Other Municipal Notes [28] 

I had mt pceviously purchased 
other secur i ties (17] 

11) RESPOOSE 13 

12. At the tine that you purchased your notes or bonds, were 
you advised that the City Bdght defer its obligations to 
certain of its noteholders through the enactment of a 
moratorium law? 

Yes [0] No [214] No Response 4 



11. 

13. If you held any notes of the City cani1'J3 due beginnir¥3 
in December of 1975, and subject to the noratoriwn law, 
please check the appropriate box below: 

14. 

(a) I am holding these ~tes and anticipate 
that I will continue to hold them until 
the expiration of the noratorium: [120] 

(b) I sold these notes: [ 13] 

( c) I exchanged these ~tes or intend to 
exchange these notes for the obligations 
of the Klnicipal Assistance Corporation: [ 54] 

(d) I plan to sell the notes prior to maturity. [ 3] 

M) RESPCNSE 38 

Please indicate your highest level of academic study: 

POst~raduate [89] 

College Graduate [57] 

High School Graduate [61] 

Other [20] 

M) RESFCNSE 5 

15. Please indicate your area of anployment at the time 
of your last purchase of the City' s bonds or ootes: 

Self-enployed [68] 

Professional [88] 

White-Collar employee [37] 

Laborer [ 2] 

Retired [33] 

tbempl.oyed [ 4] 

0ImR 5 

RjES~E 4 



16. Please indicate your annual incone bracket at the 
time you purchased your bonds or notes (optional): 

Less than $10,000 

$10,000 - $20,000 

$20,000 - $40,000 

Above $40,000 

N) RESPCNSE 

12. 

[12] 

[44] 

[79] 

[62] 

22 

17. I would be willing to discuss my situation in further 
detail with a representative of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission 

Bane 
Address: 

Business 
Address: 

Yes 

Bone Telephone 
Ntmber: 

Business Telephone 
Ntmber: 

] No 



13. 

ADDITICNAL c:notMENI'S: 



APPENDIX D 

Written Statement, in Part, of James A. ~benthal, 
Executive Vice President, Iebentha1 & Co. 

Consequences of New York City Default on Individual Bond Owner 

Nobody claims to know who the owners of New York City's bonds are, 
am that is just one of the enorroous difficulties in visualizil'¥J in human 
terms the consequences of default by the second largest borrower in our 
capi tal society. 

The Municipal Band firm of which I am Executive Vice President, 
Iebenthal & Co., Irw:::. with offices located at 1 State Street Plaza, New 
York, NY 10004, may be in a unique position to supply some hard statistics 
al the ownership of New York City bonds. 

Since 1925, Iebentha1 & Canpany has been specializing in Municipal 
Bonds, catering almost exclusively to the individual investor. 

An analysis of the rosiness records of our firm leads ne to the 
estimate that no less than 160,000 small individual investors own the major 
portion of New York City's outstanding long term bonds. New York City has 
a total of $7,350,610,000 bonds oustandil'¥J. I would place the canbined 
awnings of these 160,000 households at approximately $4,895,000,000, two 
thirds of the debt oustanding* • 

&.It because the tax free cx>upon interest from municipal bonds need 
not be reported am the Treasury Department has no record of municipal bond 
ownership ••• because the federal reserve figures are preoccupied with bank 
ownership am it is only through a process of elimination that we have any 
governmental figures at all al ownership of households of $62.3 of the 
$207 billion state and local debt outstanding ••• and because of the natural 
reticence of people to speak openly about their IIDney, the impression cx>uld 
exist that Municipal Bonds are the private preserve of banks and a few Park 
Avenue millionaires. 

That is not the picture I am now going to present or that is atppOrted 
by the IOOre than 300 letters IRbenthal & Co., Irr::. has received in reply to 
a request for bondholders al our uailing list to come forward, write and be 
identified, a small sanple of which are appended hereto. 

The typical owner of New York City Balds is an in years. 

The bonds represent the fanily's savings, accumulated (Wer a lifetine. 
Paynent is usually IIIIIde by check drawn al savings accounts. '!be bonds 

~ savin;Js. 
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'!'he average transaction is $10,000. '!'he average p:>rtfo1io is less than 
$35,000. 

* * * 
October 15, 1975 

* This analysis of the ownership of New York City debt by individuals 
is limited to funded debt, bonds only, of which Iebenthal & Co., Ioc. had 
been a najor underwriter arid marketer. M:>t having been an underwriter of 
the city's notes, the canpany has played a negligible role in the marketing 
of notes and does not p:>ssess the expertise to analyze individual ownership. 



APPENDIX E 

'!'HE FOLLOWXNG IS A PARTIAL LIST OF THE COMMUNXT%ES, 
WrrHIN THE UNI'l'ED STATES. 011l'S IDE OF NEW YORK STATE. 
D ~ICH PURCHASERS OF CI'l'Y NOlE S .SUBJECT TO THE 
MORATORIUM RESIDED e, 

NeABA.'1A ARIZONA COLORADO 

Pyffe' 'l'ucllon Denver 

Talladega ARKANSAS 

Union Town Wellt Memphis 

Altalla CALIFOR..~IA 

Sulligent San Anna 

Fort Iteposit Encino , 
Birmingham Downey 

Point Clear Oakland 

Clayton Beverly Hills 

Montevallo Los Angeles 

Southeast Decatur San Francisco 



2. 

CCNNEC'l'ICtn' 

Bartforc! Bric!geport 

. Stamford Borwalk 

Southbury Westport 

Old Saybrook Borfolk 

Orange Rowayton 

Byram Old Greenwich 

Fairfield Weston 

Greenwich West Hartford 

!lew canaan Woodmont , 
wa'terbury waterford 

Bewington Danbury 

Salisbury DELAWARE 

Be.ex Wilmington 

Springdale Bew Ca.tle 

Darien pISTRICT OF COLUMBXA 

Bloomfield Waahington. I).C. 



3. 

FLORIDA INDIANA 

: Miami Beach Vero Beach Xndianapolia 

Surfside Sunrise Bedford 

Boll~'t()od Hallandale Bast Chicago 
~ 

Homestead Satellite Beach Munster 

West Palm Beach Miami IOWA 

Lake Worth by West Britt 

Coral Gables Naples Manly 

North Miami Beach Bal Barbour . I!tewton 

Biqhland Beach GEORGIA Balmond 

Saraso1;a Atlanta DNSAS 

Port Lauderdale Dalton Great Bend 

Palm Beach %LL%NOIS Oighton 

Boca Raton Chicago Clay Center 

Borth Miami Baat Alton DNTUCKY' 

It. Petersburg Bvan.ton Ca41z 

.7wlo Beach Park Ridge LOUXSXANA 

Delray Beach Bcr thbrook Monroe 

Margate BighlancS Park 

Wilmette 



4. 

MAINE PSS. sortt. IUSSXSSXPPX 

Portland Medford !!rupelo 

Lincoln Brookline Gary 

MARYLAtlD Cambridge IaSSOtJR~ 

Bethesda Dedham St. Loui. 

Baltimore t.x1ngton Cb •• terfield 

Denton Chilmark J1EBRASKA 

Potomac Wayland Holdrege 

Silver Spring Amherst lEW HAMPSHIRE 

Hancock Melrose Center Barbor 
• 

Rockvi~le Beedham 

Chevy Chase Marblehead 

MASSACHUSE'rl'S Wenham 

Boston Andover 

Wellesley Bills Worcest.er 

Bewt.on Centre MICHIGAN 

.ewt.on Detroit 

Glouceater %on1a 

Bverett IUNNESr:lrA 

Cbe.tnut Hill Minneapoll. 

8e1sDont 



lEW JERSEY 

~eaneck 

lTanklin Lakes 

. Whippany 

Bawthorne 

Bayonne 

Upper Montclair 

Highland Park 

Maplewood 

Saddle lliver 

Borth ,runswick 

Montclair 

Bewark 

Hackensack 

ao •• ll. Park 

Blizabeth 

Basking Ridge 

.. tteraon 

8pringfield 

"atfJald' 

Cliffside Park 

Short Bills • 

Harrington Park 

5. 

Englewood 

1ti4gewood 

Sutley 

Tenafly II. Plainfield . 

South Orange ~lford 

Saddle Brook ~dine 

Clifton Blberon 

Perth A.-nboy :Irvington 

Oradell Oakhurst 

Engle\,lood Cliffs Union 

~llburn ~ehawken 

Bayonne !'Ort Lee 

Jersey City East Orange 

Bew Milford ~ttle Falls 

Livingston I'ranklin lAkes 

Rutherford ~renton 

~ange Summit 

Rahway Sumer •• t 

IIorg~vil1e 



pw -l'ERSEY con't. 

I)eal .. at Orange 

Union City Closter 

Mountainside Madiaon 

Haworth Batontown 

Billsdale Belleville 

Verona Ba.ex Falla 

~ton Falla Jaarney 

Matawan Linden 

G\en Park Barrington Park 
• 

Princeton Trenton 

wayne 2aramus 

Demarest Lincroft 

Bew Providence Woo4bridge 

Scotch Plains .... aic 

Lincoln Park Pair J.awn 

Borth caldwell Plorbam Park 

Chatham Lcmg Branch 

Mount Vernon COlonia 

be! Bank Baat Brunswick 

Upper 8aeSd1. aiver Cherry 8111 

8pr1ng!1.1d 

6. 

.. at Rev York. 

B4gewater 

Wyeko!! 
" 

Bngliahtown 

Kinnelon 

oakhurst 

Morri.town 

Cresskill 

Asbury Park 

Fairfield 

Weat Allenwest 

lJpper Montclair 

Borth Arlington 

Pallaa4e 

wayne 

Gilette 

Glen ll1age 

.. mara.vl11e 

Bradley .aach 



7. 

lEw J'ERSEY con't lEw MEXICO Pe. con't: • 

Dover Santa Fa ala Cynwyd 
. 

Paterson NORTH CAROLINA Mt. x.&banon 

. River Vale Bden nrdley 

Bdison "leigh Pittsburg 

Lyndhurst Charlotte Dallas 

Colts Neck NORl'H DAKOl'A Baston 

Lakewood Wimbledon. Jennerstown. 

Garfield OHIO Mansfield 

Ridgefield Tiffin Havertown 

• Borth Bergen Columbus Millersburg 

Xselin Bamilton Bllwo0c5 City 

Hoboken Cineinatti Chambersburg 

Keasbey Fremont State College 

west Paterson PENNSYLVANIA Morristown 

Bridgewater Philadelphia Wayne 

Murray.Bill Cheltenham .ewton 

Voorhees ~ington 

Bergenfield Allentown 



8. 

MODE ISLAND VERMONT 

Barrington Burlington 

Providence Z. Thetford 

wakefield Morrisville 

Cranston VIR;INIA 

Joh.'"'lston Newport News 

Woonsocket Richmonc! 

Little Compton Charlottesville 

Bristol Alexancria 

Warwick Virginia Beach 
, 

TENNESSEE Williamsburg 

Dunlap WASHINGTOO 

Columbia Williamson 

Brentwood WISCONSIN 

.ashville .. cine 

Madison Oregon 

fiXAS Milwaukee 

Bouston 

Greenville 

Bunt ingt on 

san Antonio 



aw.LYSlS OF CPSTICIK\IRES SENl' TO SlNDlCATE MEMBERS 

Iug\Iat. 26, 1977 
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As part of the Cannission' s investigation, those institutions that 

participated in the unr:5erwriting and sale of City MC\1rit1es were requested 

to respond to a ()Jestiomaire. !he names of the participating organizations 

wee obtained frem t.cIIIbstone IIC!verti-.nents in the newspapers, The Daily 

lend !lyer Ind frOlll other relevant .aurces. !be QJestionnaire was mailed 

to approxtmBtely 304 organizations partic~ting in the sale or distribution 

of the Notes or Bonds between April 4, 1973 and June 30, 1975. 1-1 !he 

following report represents a ~ilation obtained frClll the responses of 

ninety-three organizations which returned the ()Jestionnaire. 

'!be report focuses on the responses in the following areas: unCIer

atanding or belief concerning the duties of the lIIIM9ing underwriter and bond 

counselJ inYestigation and analysis of information concerning the uni5er

vriting of New York City IIotes or Bonds; the deeiaion to participate; 

custc:lDer ules; and canelusory rsarks. 

Y Approximately -..en organizations which retu.mec5 the OJestionnaire 
wre not a part of the tabulation of resulta (as of .June 20, 1977). 
OJestion One (regarding the extent of Wividual 8ynI!icate ..... ers· 
participation), OJestion 'Dlirty-four (regarding the Ia1thly position 
of the accounts of the 1rx5ividual ayndieate .-:era during January 1, 
1973 to May 30, 1975), w Question 'lhirty-one (concerning the partici
pation in the ~rwriting of l.eYenue Anticipation Rotes (-BANs-) ~ 
!'ax Anticipation Notes (-rAMsW

)) are not a part of the report. 'lbe text 
of these Oaestions i.a 1ne1~ 1n Exhibit A. 
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I. tlmERSTANDING OR BELIEF OF mE IX7l'IES OF 'mE tWW;IN:; 
lH>~ AND a:ND ~EL 

'!'his section en<X"'q?&Sses the responses to ()lestions -r.n, Eleven and 

Ifwel ve of the ()Jestionnaire. 

Question Ten atates: 

W'wlt was your organization's Uh5erstanding as to the role or duties 
of the Mnagin9 uncServr iter in connection with the undervr iting 
of the Notes or Bands? 'or exaDPle, 

(A) Did you believe that the managing urderwr iter s bad or asumed 
the responsiblity to verify or investigate the accuracy, ~lete
ness, or veracity of the information prepared and presented to 
them by the City and/or received by them fram other aources (l) 
Before inviting your organization to be a ayndicate .m er J (2) 
Before the pricing _tingSJ or (3) Before aale ~ distribution 
of the Hot.es or Bonds to the pmlic? 

(8)· Did your organization uncSerst.and or believe that the managing 
uncSerwriters bad an obligation to bring to your attention any 
negative upeets relating to the Hotes or Bards? 

(C) Did your organization understand or believe that the managing 
\D5erwriters' dec: is ion to urw5erwrite the Motes or Bonds was in 
~ of iuelf an express or 1JIpli~ approval of the credit
worthiness of the City's f1acal position ~ its Notes or Bonds? 

In eech instance, 8t.ate the buis for the unCierstanding or belief. 

(D) In any event, please reflect your understanding or belief of the 
~ing uncServritera' role or duties • 

• • • • 
!be _jority of the ~icate ....ter. relied upon the managing under

writers and upec:tec5 that tbey wcult! fulfill those duties described in 

Question !WU br:lIwewr, • few organizatiaM qualified their atat.ements. Por 

_..,1e, one fiB DOtec5 that it bel~ that aanaging urdervritera d~ not 

l*'eUal'i1y baYe .. ob1i_ion to being any negative upect.a relating to the 

~ or Icb!a to tbt attentian of tbe ~icate .,.tera. tbe finD also 

aatecS ita beliaf tbat -.y MpUft upect.a .. e ap1n1OD • .II 

.. "or. lID. 1 to tbe 1ynIS1cat..e", tera Que8t1ama1r. (bere1nafter. 
cd,tad, •• ,., -em I(ar. 110. _e). 
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Another firm observed: 

••• but other Jlle!ftt)ers of the syndicate also exerci_ the 
responsibility to report developtents which have 00IDe t.o their 
at tent ion. !I 

(be response reflects not only the ability of the symicate IDEbber but also that 

of the cust.cme r to assess ~e r 1sks. 

tie &> not believe that another organization can be held 
responsible for the activities of our firm. lie believe we 
have a responsiblity to .anitor our own actions and we 
believe that our sales of these 8ecurities were, in the 
_in, to cust.clners who were capable of assessing the risks 
t:hemsel YeS although did ttec5ly inadequate information vas 
provided by the City. y-

In response to C).aestion Ten (D) the Mf!tA:rs of the unl5ervriting syndicates 

do not agree as to the limitations or the scope of the duties of ..-.aging 

Wldenrriters. 

Without stating the baa, certain organizations narrowly perceived the 

duties of the .anaging \nSerwr iter. Por instance, one organization bel ieved 

the duties of anaging underwriters were _rely to organize the aelling group. 

Other organizations lIIIlhasized the .anaging \.ftServriters' -.nagerial capacity 

8UCh as, e.g., duties to ••• 

11 

" JI 
jI 

Ibrm 8Yh!icate, Pricing, Book presale orcSers for account, Sutadt 
bid, Bun the books. !I 
DJties to form the underwriting group, to analyze the information 
prcw1decS, InCS to prepare the c1rcular 11\ the aanner normally 
preMntec5 to prospective 1nYestora, to determine the bid, to 
allocate the bonds, to.anage the closing, md to diatr ibJte 
profits, U elf'J. y 

"1PQMe 110. 2. 

•• 1(CMe 110. J. 

"1('aMe lID. t. 

.. ., CII_ lID. 5. 



Other replies eaphasized, in effect, that the duties were IDre than 

.. rely managerial: 

'!'be manager's prime function is to syndicate and sWait a bid and 
1f_ he is .,are of a _jor problem in the issuer's finances, it 
8hould be pointed out to the syndicate IllelTbers. !I 
One bank eaphasized the essential research to be ooapleted prior to 

the organization of the ~icate: 

'l'his is a Cardinal Rule that IFPlied to all new issues 
regardless of name. the obligation of the managing under
writer is to ascertain that the issue has been legally 
authorized and that its credit worthiness has been fully 
verified by its amicipal research 8taff before any lI)'ndi
cate meneership is organized. Y 

Another syndicate Illelli::Jer replied as follows: 

It is our opinion that the managing urderwriter vas and 
1s responsible for Mnaging the account from the point 
of view and with the iJlplied urderstanding that he would 
not form or re-aet.ivate an unl5erwriting 8}'ndicate for 
• potentially defaulting 1asuer 0 y 
~ bank characterized the role of the aanaging un&!rwriter as follows: 

'l'he managing urderwriters vere in effect structuring accounts 
Which, if auccessful, would be offering the bonds to institutions 
C\d the ~ral public therefore becaming the responsible architect 
of 8UCh offer ings. y 
!be various duties of the -.ging un5erwriter were described by a 

_jor banking institution a. follows: 

11 .sponse Ho. ,. 

'II Iespon8e 110. .,. 

!I .spoIaie 110. 8. 

Y .etrpOMe 110. •• 
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'nle managing unc5ervr iter' a firat responsibility is to 
.eke an appropriate credit analysis of all relevant 
credit factors ccncerning the issuer. If, based on that 
analysis, the managing umerwriter concludes that 
the 1asuer has the lIbility to pay its obligations 
at .. tur ity, its next reaponsibility is to contact 
those institutions that CJenerally bid with the 
8Yndicate and to ucertain their interest in parti
cipating in the ayndicate. After the ayndicate is 
formed, the aanaging urdervriter·. principal re
~nsibility in a competitive bid offering ia to 
represent the syndicate in making the best possible bid 
for the 8eCW'ities. If the 8}'ndicate ia successful 
in winning the bid, the Mnaging unl5erwriter·. role 
is to ensure .axiJaml participation from the .ab!rs 
~ to effect cca;>lete distribution of the aec:urities. 
'l'be managing unc5ervr iter i. also responsible for 
_intaining recorcSs of the account and r~rting arrt 
profit or loss to the lI}'I'dicate. !I 

In the description of the duties of the 1lllna9i.ng unc5erwriter, IICIDe 

prcminent instritutians attributed greater reaponsibility to the rating 

.ervices or to the City than to the managing unl5erwriter. One firm atates: 

'l'be manager bad the right to believe in the accuraey 
Ind veracity of figures prepared by the City. tie 
dropped when we feared thia trust was aiaplaced. Y 

11 leaponae lID. 10. 

i' Itesponae 110. 12. 
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we also believed in the RCUrity of general obligation 
notes and bonds, the pledge of the full faith and 
credi t of the issuer, an" the federal statutes regarding 
the sanctity of the contract. !I 

'!be nature of the relationship between the City anc5 the aanaging under-

writers was thought to be a key to the duties of the managing underwriters. 

We felt that because of the close relationship of Chase 
Manhattan to New York City I s fiac:al affair s that they 
would have kept 8ynCIicate lenDerS info1'1lled of arrt 
deleter iaus news. y 

Another finn Wicated: 

a.se Manhattan hal!! maintained. unique relationship with the 
City to be in • position to easily assume these responsibilities. 
'!'be Bank certainly baI5 the staff capability. 3/ 

Same firms clearly recognized the iJIportant responsibilities of the managing 

underwriters in DJI'licipal MCUrities offerings. As one financial institution 

put it, the .anagin9 \ftServriters had • duty ••• 

!to utilize their 8Ub8tantial. research ataff to investigate 
the credit worthiness of amicipal credits before forming 
Cl Uh5ervriting ~icate. y 
Another concluded, the lWU'\aging urdervrit.er b-' the duty. • • 

'ro delve as deeply as possible into the figures supplied, 1nclud-
1ng the negatives but probably not to call the perrment Bl>loyees ·U_.-. }/ 
One organization pr.-nt.s ~ bi8torical overview aescribing the relation-

8hip between the I1ew York blinks n the City officials: 

v 
J/ 
II 
II 

" 

!be ~1ng unr5erwritera of the ayn&5icates in which (we] 
participated were JIew York blinks. Biatorically, those banks took 
the largest percentage of .ach City underwriting ant! frequently 

Iespon8e 110. 13 

.1i«'M 110. 14 

"IPX* 110. 15 

.. '(alM 110. 11. 

...... 110. 1'7. 
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puchased City IleCUrities for their portfolios. further, represen
tatives of those banks were IlleJl'bers of CXITItIittees, aaeh as Technical 
Advisory Ccmnittee on City Debt Management, that ac:!viaed ah5 worked 
with the City in oonnection with its debt offer ~s. !I 

Another response lIIIlhasized significant acts of the lWIna9ing underwriter 

that formed a basis for the reliance of syndicate IM!IIbers: 

Also relied on the feet that unaqing underwriters were also 
lending t.o the Cit.y -.eparate and apart from the particular under
writings. y 

* * * 
In addition to Question Ten's request for a description of the duties of 

the JDanaging unc5erwriter, Questions Eleven anc5 Twelve requested the organiza

t.ions to describe their \h5erstardinc; of the role of bond counsel. 

Question Eleven states: 

Please descr ibe your understarding of the role or duties of Bond 
Counsel in connection with the undervritings of Hotes or Bonds. 

* * * 
Generally, the understancUng of the syndicate -*ers vas that bond 

counsel performed -l89al duties A although the basis for such assessment 

as rarely articulated. 

CIne organization evalwat.ed the role of band counsel as follows: 

~r unl5erllt.anl5ing i. ~ Couneel( '.) duty to rader 
that the bends are in filet. being legally 1aauecS. !I 
Another organization dHcr~ the role .. follows: 

OUr urw5erstanding of the role of 8cInt! Counsel i. that be 
wrifies the legality of the !uue, ita tax exenpt 8tat.us 
_ ita .1tuat,1cn with respect to peh5ing llt.igatial'l. JI 

JI "1pOn8e 110. 18. 

J/ "i!pCMe 110. U. 

" '11I(CIMe lID... 
II "I(a- JIc). 11. 
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Others charact.erizec5 the legal 4uties of bond counsel as a: 

~ty to ••• IIPPrOYe legality. !I 
~ty to ••• pass only on the legality of the procee~U.ng, 
ale, etc., as they affect the bonds. y 

~y • • • to make 8Ure bonds are issued in accordance 
with the Ccnstitution and local finance laws of New York 
State. 11 

CIhe organization thought that if the i .. ue is validly executed, bond 

counsel need not llake a financial analysis. It .u~: 

••• we believe it 1a Bcn:5 Counsel'. obligation to determine 
that any .ute or local law or constitutional r.;uirements bave 
been CCIII;>lied with at the issuance. Analysis of financial 
_ter W and ability to repay the iaaue vas validly executed 
..cI constituted the valid obligation of the iuuer. y 

A Chicago organization in its cover letter albnitted the following 

pertinent observation: 

v 
iI 
II 
!I 
II 

I can D5 this 81delight. I entered this industry with our 
firm in aid-l97. een we were in the process of developing 
• negotiated unt5erwr i tin; departJllmt. I f0unc5 a great deal 
of resiatance to the ccncepts of due diligence ~ full dis
closure. I can rfllE!l1tJer any battles in which our firm in
aisted on diselosu.re which vas resiated by others (including 
both lawyer. and large ~rwritin; f1rllls). lleedless to say, 
2 1/2 year. later, the proc:e4ures we were fight1ng for then are 
rutually uniftrally ecceptec5 now. !be change bas been that 
dramatic. y 

* * * 

8espcnae 110. Z2. 

8espcnM 110. 23. 

leipCNe 110. 24. 

.1IpCftM 110. 25. 

•• Jpanlll 110. 26. 
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Question Twelve states: 

'1'0 your knowledge, did Bond Counsel, prior to r.n&5ering 
its approving opinion, wrify or investigate the accuracy, 
completeness, or veracity of the figures and textual 
information prepared and presented by the City in con
junction with the urdervritings of the Notes or Bords? 

If Bend Counsel cUd IItri of the above, atate the basis 
for your knowledge. 

• * * 
~re were few CUliaents in response to this question. Pew organizations 

bad actual knowledge of whether band counsel, prior to renl5ering its 

IFProval, verified or inYestigatec5 the accuracy, caapleteness or veracity 

of the figures an5 textual information prepared by the City in conjunction 

with the unc5ervritings of the notes or bonds. !bey assuned bond counsel 

bad enough information to renr5er an opinion. 

Generally, the ~icate ... ters 1micat.ed that the Mnaging urv:Ser

writers' and the banc5 counsella performance of their duties would eliminate 

the need for their own in:;Ju1ry ~ ~ysia. !bis vas ~ in part on 

the .sB1mption that !lew York City urdenrritera and the City officials b.:! 

• c10H relat1cmahip. !be ~icate .. era atated tbat in deciding 

W1hetber to participate in the offering of City ~it.i.es they relied upon 

their confidence in the Mnaging widerwritera, the rating .. rvices and 

the lI;IPronl of ~ acuwel. 
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II • INYESTIG.\TI~ AND AlV\LYSIS OF INFORMATl~ CCN:E:RNING 'DIE 
~Tm:; OF N&J YORK CI'rJ lCI'ES AND a::NnS 

'!'his 8e9Jlent deals with questions relating to the Rq'e of the 

~icate IIIeIltJers' i.rdepenc5ent investigation of the offering of City 

eecurities. 

Question Three .tates: 
, 

Bas your organization had, or does your organization have, a 
amicipal research department, or designated eaployees who do 
amicipal research? If 80, please provide the following 
information: 

(A) !he approximate date when .uc:h department or activity _s begun: 

(8) '!'be n\1llber of eaployees engaged in .uch research: 

(C) '!'be......eer of eaployees engaged in aJch research at the 
tiE your organization participated in the sale of the 
Motes or lands; , 

(D) !he background of each eaployee described in response 
to (8) -'" (C) above. 

* * * 
Approximately.eeventy firms reported that they did not have a mnicipal 

lleCUrities r_arch departant at the u.e of their participation. IIowever, 

IFProx1mately ten of tbeIIl reportec5 that t.bey now have amicipal. r_arch 

deparuents. A few organizations baI:S amicipal re .. arch departments at the 

tia of their participation. Por inIIunoe, one organization rtlPOr~ 

tbat it bid a mnic1pal. eecuritiea re .. arch c5eparuent that was foned 

AD 1954 InI5 oana1ft.el5 of two -.ployeea, both with unl5erwriting anI5 credit 

lMlyala t.ckgrounda. Bar .. finis reported amicipal 8KW'itf.e. reaeareh 

4Iepar~ that bid been ift existence alnce lH8. CIne lMtitutlon atarted 

• ~t iD IN', wo iD 1971. / 

• • • 
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Question Seven 8tates: 

Specifically describe any inl5ependent inquiry your organization 
-.de prior to your participation in the underwritings of the 
Notes or Bonds with respect to: . 

(A) Piscal information prepared and presented by the City; and 

(8) Piscal information concernin9 the City prepared end presented 
by any other 80Urces (identifying the sources). 

Pew organizations rnpcrded affi.rutively to this C)Jestion. Scme of 

them answered by referring to the City's Notice of Sale, a phone call to 

the MMgin9 underwriter, or to the receipt of the pJbliahed ratings. 

'!he _jority of firE, however, reported that they cUd not. engage in any 

1rdependent analysis, prior to participation in the urderwrit.iftgs of 

the notes or bends with respect to fiacal information preparec5 and presented 

by the City ~ fiscal information concerning the City ~epared and presented 

by other 8OUrces. a. organization explained ita inaction by atating 

that 1rdependent inquiry is not part of the at.ancSarc!s for amicipal under

writing. ~y a few organizations atated that they bas cardu~ their 

own analysis. As an aplanation to • negative response 8DIDe respondents 

indicat-' a reliance on the ~ing urdervriter to provide the necessary 

inquiry. 

• • • 
Question light 8tates: 

trLor to your pert1cipation in the Ulderwritings of the Motes 
or Bonc!s, d~ your organization cansult with any outside technical 
experts, euch .. acocuntanta, or amicipal aecurit1.es analysts, 
with rupect to: 

CA) !be.abject -.totara referr .. to in quest.iaft t? 

(8) tbe feun,Ulty of tnpging in tbe aD5erwrlUnga of the Hotel 
• a.da? 

ee) .. fUca1 affaira or atatua of tba Ci.ty? 
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Specify who was consulted, the dates of consultations, and the 
action, if arrj, taken or conclusions reached . 

• • • * 
With few exceptions, the organizations responding stat~ that they 

c5i~ not consult with any outside technical experts, IlUch as accountants, 

or amicipal 8eCUrities analysts, prior to participation in the under

writings of the Notes or Bonds. 

Question Nine states: 

Ibo in your organization analyzed or verified the veracity, 
ccapleteness, or accuracy of the figures an~ textual information 
prepared and presented by the City in the Notices of Sale and 
Reports of Essential Pacts in connection with your participation 
in the unc5erwritings of the Notes or Bonds? 

• • • • 
IJbe majority of organizations stated that no one person performed 

this function, or that they relied on the ..anaging unc5ervriter • 

• • • • 
Question 'l'hirty-two atates: 

Subsequent to January 1, 19'70, c5id your organization receive, 
COIIPUe or obtain atati8tical infonution with respect to the 
.soptecS or ..sifi., expense ~t of the City? 

(M.B. !bis calls for infol1Dlltion c5istinct from question 4(£)( 4)] 
If yes, please indicate: 

(A) !be type of information received, ~Ued or obtained: 

(B) !be DarCIe of WIY infol1Dlltion received, 

(e) Whether the information was of e8timated fifur-; 

(D) !be per8C1n8 ~ receifttS this Woratloru 

(I) !be u.s, if -:i, Vbicb you IIIde of any inforMti.on receivecS • 

• • • • 
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No firm explicitly reported that it received statistical information 

1970 with respect to the City'. e&5cpted or modified 

expense budgets. 

* * * * 
Question Thirty-three states: 

Subsequent to January l, 1970, did your organizat ion rece i ve , 
~ile, or obtain statistical information with respect to the 
General Pund of the City? If yes, please indicate: 

(A) The type of information received, CCIIPiled or obtained: 

(8) '!'be uses, if artj, which you made of any information received. 

* • • • 
It> syndicate III!SltJer responding received statistical information 

with respect to the General Fund of the City. Bowever,. few JDentioned that 

they received the Notice of Sale or the Rating Services reports in response 

to this question to indicate that those who prepared these reports received 

the statistical informaticn with respect to the General Fund. 

* * * * 
Question Pour, 8Ubaec:t.ions (A)-(D) atates: 

Regarding your organization's decision to participate in any of 
the underwritings of the Notes or Bonds, 8peeifically describe 
the extent, if any, to which your organization: 

(A) aelied ~n ita own 1nI5ependent research of the fiscal affairs 
m5 condition of the CityJ 

(8) Iteoei*, utUized, or relied upon informatiOn or .tudies, etc. 
prepared ~ diatributed by the managing underwriter (i.e., the 
Ift5erwriter who foCllll!!d ant! organized the ael1ing group). Please 
indicate .men aaeh information or atucUes, etc. were received 
(before or after your ccnnit.Jll!nt) and al80 provide the Ccamission 
with capas thereof J 

(e) a.ceiftd, utll~, or relied upon the WorMtian and data 
oanta1necS in tbe lIot1ces of Bale .xl Report. of Baaential Pacts 
~epared ..s f-..d by the Office of ec.ptroller of the City, 

CD) -.o.i*, atlli.aed, or reliecS ~ tbe r.,rta n ratings 
~epared lid publUbed byl -
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(1) Moc:dy t S Investor Services, Inc.: 

(2) Standard and Poor's Corporation; and 

(3) Fitch's Investors Service • 

• • • • 
!be major ity of finDs reported they did not rely upon independent 

research of the fiscal affairs ard conditions of the City. '1'welve institutions 

reported that they relied upon aane independent research, and four firms 

reported that they relied extensiYely upon int5ependent research. 

!be _jority of firms did not receive, utilize, or rely ~n information 

or studies prepared by the managing underwriter. Of those firms which 

reported that they received information or studies, only a few stated they 

received the information before their ccmnitJlent. 

One firm explained the significance of any written information. 

As in arry other urXIervritings we sought to align ourselves 
with a ~icate ~r ised of RIter s who cculd distr ibute 
bends. So frCIII the standpoint of written information, we 
referred to our ~icate'8 ability to aacoessfully underwrite 
W distr 1tIute. 11 

!be _jority of the firms stated that they received the Notices of 

Sale: however, the extent of utilization vas not IMIde clear. A _jority 

~80 atated that they receiged and greaUy relied on the reports and 

ratings prepared W publiabec5 by the rating llervices, primarUy JIX)dy's 

_ StancSard w Poor ' •• 

* * * * 

y '11I(Cn8e 110. 27. 
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Question Pour (E) states: 

Regarding your organization's decision to participate in any 
of the uncSerwritings of the Notes or Bonds, ~ifically 
describe the extent, if any, to which your organization: 

(E) Received, utilized, or relied upon any of the following 
aterial: 

(1) JlDnthly Statements prepared by the Office of the 
Caiptroller of the City a\.lllNlrizing the City's Cash 
Receipts and Disbursements: 

(2) 'fhe Annual Report of the Caaptroller of the City with 
respect to the City: 

(3) 'fhe Fiacal Newsletter of the City: 

(4) '1'be Executive 8ul5get of the City: 

(5) '!he Capital Ik.dget of the City: 

(6) 1be Reports of the Calptroller of the City issued pursuant 
to Sections 113, 212, and 220 of the City (barter: 

(7) AIXlit Reports of the Calptroller of the State of New York 
with respect to the City: 

(8) IiewBplper articles, or articles in other per iodicals relating 
to the City' a tu5getary process and fiacal condition. 

[Feel free to elaborate in your own words in answering 
itams (4)(£)(1) to (8).) 

With respect. to Q.aeBtion .(1)(8), specifically describe the extent 
to which your organization (I) Maintained. file of euch articles: 
(II) Referrc to 8I.lCh articles for original or basic information: 
(III) Viewec! 8UCh articles .a accurate or rel1ablei and (IV) Viewed 
.uch articles .. full and fair disclosure regarding the City's 
fiacal ccnUt1an, events, or problems, etc • 

• • • • 
With the ucept10n of ~ 'i8cal JIewaletter of the City anc5 articles 

!rca news;apera or periodiCAla, only one or two fina atated that they 

tid receift ., aUise the .ter1a1 listed in o-atioft Pour (E). 
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Approximately 20' of the firms answered that they received, utilized 

or relied upon the Fiscal Newsletter of the City. 

Approximately forty-three of the ni.nety-three firms reported that they 

received, utilized, or relied upon newspaper articles, or articles in other 

periodicals relating to the City's budgetary process and fiscal condition. 

Pew, "however, maintained a file of such articles and few described the 

extent to which they referred to such articles for original or basic 

information, or viewed such articles as full and fair disclosure of the 

City'S fiscal condition. 

One organization reported: 

••• The major publications do in fact offer full and fair 
disclosure regarding the City'S fiscal condition, events 
and problems. !I . 

Another organization responded in this v~: 

During the perioc! in question many conflicting articles 
appeared in the papers and other periodicals. '!be political 
md conflicting statements made by public officiAls produced 
contradictory .tories which could not be accurately assessed 
vithout baving bad access to the City'. financial record. 
No file of aucb material vas maintained. 

Still .-.other institution atated: 

We viewed these articles as no lOre reliable than arrt other 
DeWS articles, ~ did not view them as a 41ac1oaure 
vehicle for the City. IIews articles are .ubjeet to 
varying interpretatians of the same facts by different 
arthors. Pull disclosure by the City Slrf only be 1IIIde 
by direct releases of the City over which they bave centrol 
.xl not via third parties. y 

• 
Question Pcur(F) atatec5: 

11 .. ~ 110. ZI. 

V IT npCII- 110. 21. 

JI "JpMe 110. JO. 

• • * 
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Jegarding your organization's decision to perticipete in 
any of the underwritings of the Notes or BoncSs, 8peCifically 
describe the extent, if any, to which your organization: 

(F) Relied upon any of the following statements contained in the 
Notices of Sale am Reports of Essential. Facts: 

(1) Ionds (and notes) will be valid and legally binding 
general obligations of the City, all the taxable real 
property within which will be subject to the levy of 
ad valorem taxes to pay Mid bonds (and notes) as well 
as the interest thereon without limitation as to rate 
or .-ount: 

Yes I ) No [ ) 

(2) '1be State canstitution requires the City to pledge 
its full faith and credit for the payment of the 
principal of its bonds (and notes) and the interest 
thereon and to make annual appropriations for the 
lIIDunts required for the payment of such interest, 
end the redenption of its bands; 

Yes [ ) No [ ) 

(3) Payment of debt service aball be the first lien on 
all the City' s revenue; 

Yes I ) No [ ) 

(4) If ••• the appropriating authorities fail to mke 
the requirec3 appropriations for the annual debt 
.rvice on the bands and certain other obligations 
of the City, • aufficient a\R Ihall be .at apart 
frcn the first revenues thereafter received and 
8hall be applied for auc:h purposes; 

Yes ( ) 80 ( J 

• • • • 
!be cwervbelming .... r of the financial institutions _s that they 

~elu..5 upon the atatementa ccnta~ in the Notices of Bale and Reports 

of 1aaent1al Pacta deacr ibing the 1sauea of bands or DDtaa • 

• • • • 
0aeatJ.0a four, ••• etton (G) 8tat.s: 
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Regarding your organization's decision to participate in 
any of the underwritings of the Notes or Bonds, apecifically 
descr ibe the extent, if any, to which your organization: 

(G) Relied upon the belief or understanding that the managing 
unaerwriter had made an investigation, study, or analysis 
of any of the following areas prior to the formation of 
the aelling syndicate: 

(1) the credit worthiness of the City's Notes or Bonds: 

Yes [ ) No [ ) 

(2) '!'he fiscal soundness of the City: 

Yes ( ) No [ ) 

(3) '!be sufficiency of revenues of the City to meet its 
aturing obligations: 

Yes ( ] No ( ) 

If your answers to the foregoing questions of item 4 are that 
your organization did receive, rely and utilize the information, 
etc. referred to, please elaborate as to the iJlp:>rtance or 
relevance of auch information to y~ organization's decision 
to participate in the urvSerwritings of the Notes or Bonds. 

!\:) the extent that there were vr itten reviews, auanar ies, or 
analyses prepared by your organization with respect to the 
information desc:r!bed in item 4, please furnish copies 
thereof, and indicate whether auc:h reviews, S\lIIIDar ies, or 
analyses vere for internal or external use. 

* * * * 
In answer to Q.Jeation Pour, aIJtB8ction (G), • few organizations had 

• negative response 8UCh as: 

!'he question 1a b~ and unfair. All underwriters ahould 
ake credit decisions. All of us ct on facta given to us. 
Questions auch .. thla, 1f answered in the negative would 
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certainly hinder our lead underwriters in the future. 
OJestions auch as these merely look for a k:apegoat. !I 

Ibwever, the _jority of the firms had an affirmative reapxule. Qle 

auc:h response follows: 

Baving worked in the bend department of a large bank in a 
large City I know that we were fairly up to date on the 
finances of the City (Olicago) and the other political 
aubdivis1cns surrounding and involving the City; I USLlDe 
the Hew York Banks would have the MIlle information about 
their City. 2/ -

!be ordinary expectation was that the managing fee included payment for 

• credit analysis. 

Q\e responding firm said ••• 

A unag ing fee was charged by the aanag ing underwr iter s 
and we would have aas\Ded tha t weh a fee vas paid, in 
part, for analysis of the credit for the benefit of the 
-=count. 3/ -

Another offered this view: 

If • bad not relied on the managing underwr iters' analysis 
of the credit worthiness of the City'. Notes and Bonds, etc • 
• would not have underwritten the 8onds. !I 

<:me organization a\DDl1l'ized its reaaons vby it ade no 1nOependent 

Dalyaia in this way: 

It vas our belief and IIn'5erstanding that the Notes and 
Bonds were prior liens on New York City'. revenue 
80urces which did give uple cc:werage. the decision to 
underwrite vas further buttreaaed by the rating agencies 
to rate the Bcn!s and Notes a. investment gr.:le and by 

11 8espoNle 110. 31. 

Y 8aspan8e 110. 32. 

!I IespcMe 110. 33. 

fI .1(Oft8I 110. M. 
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the belief that the New York managers had stayed close 
to the fiscal situation. No independent reviews by our 
organization were made.... All sales and purchases 
were conducted through other broker~a1ers vith one' 
exception .••• 1/ 

• • • • 
Question Five states: 

To your knowledge, what investigation or analysis did the 
Mnagin9 underwriters make vith respect to the City's overall 
fiscal affairs and structure prior to deciding to underwrite 
the Notes and Bonds and before inviting your organization to 
participate in the underwriting? . 

• • • • 
~ majority of the syndicate members believed that prior to 

deciding to underwrite the Notes and Bonds and before forming the 

8)'ndicate the managing underwriters had made sane investigation or 

analysis with respect to the City's fiscal affairs and structure. 

Bowever, mst of them reported that the basis for this belief was 

8SSUDPtion or speculation. A substantial !WIlDer of firms reported 

that even though they relied upon the managing underwriters they 

bad no knowledge of any investigation. 

one organization stated: 

Our belief vas that our standing &ynI!icate majors were in 
constant contact with City officials due to the frequency 
of City debt offerings and their banking relations. We 
further believe that before taking on their usual heavy 
ODIIInitments when underwriting these bonds these _jors 
would use their 8OW'ces to ~te their analysis of the 
City. As • .m er of • ~ing ayndicate no invitation 
to participate in the urdervriting of the certain bonds 
vas neceuary. y -

a.nerally, the 8yrdicate .... er. belieYec5 that the aanagin; underwriter 

perfomed tbe ..,. .. ry imHtigation InC5 ~yai. of infonliltion cancerning 

11 lll(a'lM". 15. 

~ "1(Q_1Io. II. 
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the underwriting of New York City Notes or Bonds. 'lbe limited extent of 

receipt, utilization, or reliance on any of the published information 

buttressed such an aas~ion. 'l'his assuaption sURX>rted the continued 

participation in the underwriting by the syndicate IDBIilera even though 

they had no actual knowledge of the JDanaging underwriter's investigation 

or analysis. 
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III • 'l'BE OfX:ISI~ 'ro PARTICIPATE 

'!'his phase of the report deals with the factors that were relevant 

to the decisions of the syndicate JDe1ItJers to participate in the underwr iting 

of City Notes and Bends. Generally, the responses Wicate the absence of 

my independent investigation by ayndicate Jl'ieDter s and the presence of an 

historical relationship between syndicate mesttJers and the managing 

underwriters. It 1s clear that the syndicate JllPllters had a long history of 

participation in New York City securities offerings and that this was an 

ilp>rtant factor in their continued participation. 

One syndicate IIII!SI'ber offered this view of the New York City bond . 

market: 

In the later 1960's and early 1970's the market for 
Hew York City Bonds (and in fact the 1IL1nicipal bond 
.arket generally) became quite volatile and beginning 
in about 1972 we decided to participate in the under:
writing accounts involving New York City bonds only. 
In anticipation of an underwriUf? profit on1!. 
It vas our impression at the t (and still s) that 
the Mew York State Constitution would probably protect 
the bend ho1c5er ultimately but an inherent investment 
risk and in particular arketability risk of Mew York 
City bonds prohibited us fran selling to our public 
clients. In the 30 year s this ccmpany bas been in 
business it has always been the carpany'. policy to 
_11 bands with aach bigher investment cbaract.er1stics 
than those of the City of Hew York. It .hau1c5 be 
noted that we have never participated in the underwrit
ing of any of the various notes issued by the City of 
I1ew York, .ince it was our iJlpreasion at the time that 
the enormous .ar:Nnt of notes being 1 .. \81 practically 
reaent>l~ a "pyramic5 ac:heme- Clc5 it lIPPE!ared that the 
Cftly ""i they couleS be paid off was by acme form of 
-rollover· IN! if the day ever came when nobody wau1c5 
buy new notes there would uncSoubtedly be trouble. !I 

JI 8eapcn8e 110. '7. 

, 
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Question '1Vo states: 

Deser ibe the factors which your organization took into account 
in c5eciding to participate in the underwr iting of the Notes or 
Bonds. If possible, in your response to this question, l1st in 
descending order of iJrp:>rtance the factors which you deemed the 
IIIOst relevant in your decision-making process • 

• • • • 
'1'be order in which the factors were lOSt often mentioned is as 

follows: 

(1) profitability; 

(2) favorable ratings; 

(3) custamer demand; 

(4) general market and resale market conditions; 

(5) bistor ieal relationship with the underwr iter; 

(6) bistorical participation in Hew York City bonds; 

(7) reliance on the IMINl9 ing underwr iter; 

(8) )Jew York City's reputation: 

(9) reliance upon legal requirements; 

(10) favorable pricing; 

(11) favorable infoI1llltion auppl1et! by the City; 

(12) Delusive dealing in llInicipal Bonds; C¥! 

(13) tbe tu eaeaption. 

CJne relevant factor .antioned frequenUy by the ayndicate llelllbers vas 

bvorable bonc5 ratings by independent rating .nices. !he buis for the 

~icate .enter.' reliance upon the rating .. "ices vas their view that the 

eating .. "ice. would ime.tigate the City'. pub1iahecS inforation cd ac

counting prect1cea before 1uu1ng a favorable raUng. Bae rating .. rvices' 

ectJGna ill tb1. regard are cU8cuDecS in a -.parlt.e eecUon of ttli. report. 
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'. • • • 
()Jest ion Sixteen states: 

Did anyone in your organization ever meet with or have any 
discussions with any of the City' s accountants, or eaployees 
of the Comptroller's office to discuss accounting practices 
and procedures of the City? 

If yes, give details as to dates, parties attending, 0 and 
highlight the matters discussed. 

• • • * 
'!'he syndicate aetlters' belief in the rating service studies explains 

the fact that only five organizations reported any disc:ussions with 

the City' s accountants or eaployees of the Caiptroller' s Office. '!'he vast 

_jority of syndicate .arhers reported that there was no consultation 

b¥ them with the City officials as to the City's accounting practices. 

• • • • 
Question Thirteen states: 

Dlring the time period January 1, 1975 through May 30, 1975, did 
any ~loyees of your organization attend any aeetings with 

(A) Other syndicate JI1e'1t)ers (other than marketing and price 
~tingS)1 

Yes ( ) 

(8) City officials: 

Yes ( ) 

(e) Or ~ Counsel 

Yes [ J 

)10 [ ) 

)10 ( ) 

110 [ ) 

with respect to the uncServrlt1ngs? 

If yes, to the extent that your organization or ita esrployees 
baa _int.a1ned records, live detaU. as to dates, parties 
att.erM!ing, the Mtt.era diacuaaed, incluc5ing whether tbe Rotice 
of s.1e or 8Iport of luential r.ct.. was daa~ • 

• • • • 
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Pew organizations reported llleetings with other syndicate "'E!JN)er s other 

than for purposes of aar keting or pr ic ing . 

.. .. .. .. 
Question Seventeen states: 

was any person in your organization, at any time after January 1, 
1970, a lllelltler of cay ec!visory group which 80ught to give advice, 
auggestions, etc., to the City or its officials with respect to 
either the City' a overall fiscal affairs or the iasuance of its 
Rotes or Bonds? If yes, .tate the names of the individuals so 
involved, the name and purpose of the aCtviaory group, and dates of 
.rvice. 

.. .. .. .. 
Only three organizations of n1nety-three firms responding to this 

question repoIted affiliation with any advisory group which provided 

advice to the City. ""'e extent of affiliation and relation to the advisory 

group vas unclear. 

.. .. .. .. 
Question 'l'venty-8even .tates: 

IIlen your organization participated in the undervritings of the Notes 
or Bonds, WIe you aware of any of the following observations lDIIIde 
by Hew York State Calptroller levitt in bia audits of the City~ 

(A) ltaDs tracUtionally cansidered to be upenae items were included 
in the capital tuSget J 

Yes [ ) 110 [ ) 

(8) IJbe .coounts receivable fran State and PedeIal governments for 
the years ended June 30, 1"3 ~ 1"4 by the City bad been 
cwer-atatec5J 

~s [ ) IJo ( ) 
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(C) Such over-statement referred to in (8) above enabled the City 
(1) to incur expenditures without having additional revenue 
8OUrees, and (2) to borrow against these -cwer-atated 
receivables·, 

Yes [ ] No [ ] 

(0) In RVeral instances, the City's recorded receivables were less 
than the UDUnts borrowed by the City, 

Yes ( ] No [ ] 

(E) 'D1e City's expense budget vas prepared without creating any 
reserve for non-eollection of tax revenues, 

Yes ( ] No ( ) 

(P) !be City included on its tax rolls significant amounts of property 
.tlich were not subject to real estate taxes or for which taxes 
could not be collected: 

Yes ( ] No [ ] 

(G) 'lbe City has used non-recurring revenues as a _thod for 
~oduc1ng a balanced budget; 

Yes ( ) No ( ] 

(8) !be City'. accounting 8Y8tem did not provide for a General Fund 
-fund balance- ac:count which would show each year the annual and 
aIILllative results of the City's operating bur.iget; 

Yes ( ) Iio ( ) 

(1) !be City had recorded the a'-lll of $lSO alllion as a General lUnd 
-8OUrce of revenue- in 1974 and the sum of $370 mllion in 1975 
_ receivables dl.le to the a1scellaneous revenue accounts, auch 
recordings were allegedly based upon anticipated borrowingS fram 
the Stabilization Reserve Corporation? 

•• [ J 110 [ J 

• • • • 
Generally, the 8)'1'1dicate WII'era were &maW&re of tbe .tlo9~ information. 

Gne ayn&5icat.e _'o.e[ uplained: 

Inforutian ~0IIfJdec5 by II!C (aic) _ •• tr.onUnarUy 
901~ aw:b 80, tbat it.a difficult to focus 
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an analysis in detail before the sale date. '!'he criteria 
was whether the Notes or Bonds would pay. '!'be information 
provided aeemed to indicate there would be =ney for this 
payment. In this sense the information aeend -'equate. 
Por eulrPle, the Notes' repayment _s based ~n buc5get 
projections of revenues flows which showed an adequate 
.. rgin for their repayment--especially as it was thought 
that they stood ahead of other NYC [sic] obligations. 
-Rollovers· of the Notes was an aec::epted practice, and like 
the Federal debt it vas believed that the practice could 
continue. Even, if a drastic loss of confidence by 
investors and the ·Street· over !M:'s [sic] ability to pay 
occurred preventing iasuance of -rollovers--the belief 
was there that the eJtisting obligations would be honored 
no _tter the CUC\lllStances. 

A first lien on revenues i8 a first lien, and coupled with 
the full faith .-.cS credit pledge of the City to honor 
these obligations to the tuing eJttent necessary, there 
was no question as to the City having the ability to pay. 
Subsequently, political decisions of the City have rendered 
these suppositions invalid, leastways for the Notes. AI 

• • • * 
OJestion 'l'wenty-eight .tates: 

(A) In your opinion cUd you or do you consider the matters 
referred to in It.eIII 27 to be _ter tal or .ignificant? 

(8) If you were aware of the State Ccmptrol1er' s -observa
t.ions- as set forth above, .mat evaluation did you give 
to auch -observations· in determining to participate in 
8UCh underwriting and to offer the Notes and Bonds to 
JOUr cuatclDera? 

* * * * 
Mear1y all of the 8Yldicate groups -.Jreed that the information in the 

Levitt audita were .. terial or .ignif1cant. A few indicated that their 

ylev ._ with the benefit of bWaight. 

!bo. few QhSicate M9P"era tmo _re ware of the State Ccaptro1ler' 8 

obaervatlana apparently pve little or DO .valuation to euch -obeervatlans· 

in &teterainlftg _tber to participate in any underwriting • 

• • • • 

JI "IIP'I- 110. •• 
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"Question '1'wenty-nine atates: 

Mhen your organization participated in the unCIervr i tings of 
the Notes or Bonds, were you aware that the accounting principals 
and procedures in effect for the City accounts during the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1975, and prior years, generally eaployed a 
cash basis for recognizing expenses and an accrual basis for 
recognizing revenues? 

Yes ( ) ( J 

If your ..swer i8 yes, describe bow you knew • 

• • • • 
It>st of those who participated in such unCIerwritings were not aware of 

the indicated accounting pr inciples .., procedures in effect for the City 

accounts during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975 and prior years • 

• • • • 
Questions Twenty-five and '1'wenty-six state: 

At the time your organization sold the Notes or Bonds to your 
plblic custaners, 1Ithat vas your understanding of the City's 
financial condition? Did you believe that the condition was 

Ixcellen t [ ) Good ( ) Pair ) Poor ( ) 

Please elaborate. 

At the time your organization sold the Notes or Bonds to your plbl ic 
cuatclDers, -'t _s your understanding of the City'. bookkeeping and 
eccounting practices? Did you believe that they were 

IKcellent [ ) 

'lease elaborate • 

Good [ ) 

• • • 

Pair [ ) Poor ( ) 

• 
!be lI)'ndicate ! tera, in reapanae to the ~e questions, generally 

cated tbe City'. financ1al candit10n -fau- anI5 the bookkeep1ng and accounting 

tr.et1cea -fOOd.-
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~e syndicate Illl!lli:ler explained its response as follows: 

••• Good tax collections, general obligation bonds, high 
property values, vitality, both business and cultural. 
Hew York City was the largest and r idlest city in the 
world, as well as being the financial and business 
capital of the world. !I 

.... 
Auditors of both New York City and New York State were 
checking and cross-checking each other's work and certi
fying findings to the federal government IIDDng others. 

Other institutions stated: 

Me felt the accounting procedures were old fashioned and 
needed to be ~raded. ~I 

Assesaent of the financial ccndition ••• vas Good. 

!he difference between that opinion C\d our later opinion 
vas the large nunber of bends and the frequency with 
which they were caning to mar ket. 11 

And another 8Yf1dicate IE" er put it this Vlrf J 

After late 1974 it became apparent that the City vas 
increasing the size and frequency of its Note 
offerings. In early 1975 Mayor Beame announced that 
it . vculd not be necessary to maintain that size or 
frequency of Note offerings. While that vas a favor
able .ign, it vas abort-lived. After the Pebruary 
~d March 1975 pricing aeetings it became apparent 
that the City's financial candition vas in question. y 

But, the _jor ity of the organizations dieS not question the City's 

-=counting practices. Aa one finD atated: 

AI 
!I 
JI 
Y 
II 

Until the February md March 1975 pr icing .eetings 
it was [our) In5er8tanding w belief that the 
City'. -=counting practices were aufficient to justify 
reliance on ita book as an accurate inc5icator of the 
true financial position of the City. y 

Another view was upr ...... follows: 

Ie!Ipcn8e 110. 39. 

"1(iOftM 110. .to. 

•• If~ lID. G. 

"IPX* lID. G. 

"~IID. G. 
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We felt that the debt vas high and that the City probably 
bad problems, but that the iDportance of this City in 
terms of the entire Country was so great that default 
was considered a remote possibility. 

Prom our distance, there vas no reason to believe that 
the financial Wormation published was anything but 
accur ate. !I 

• • * * 
QuestLon Fifteen stated: 

Did your organization believe that the City provided sufficient 
financial information and other data concerning its affairs as 
to the Notes or Bonds being offered and sold, to enable your 
organization to make an informed judgment of creditworthiness 
of the City and its Notes and Bonds? 

Nearly all the responses expressed the view that the City vas creditworthy. 

As one syndicate ."ter atated: 

••• we trusted the integrity of the City's financial statements. y 

Several institutions based their view on the ratings provided by the 

_jor rating services. '!bus, one syndicate •• n'er stated: 

PrLor to our final decision to participate in the 
issue Moody's ~ c5etennined to rate the bend within 
its top four rating categories. We relied upon this 
information in reaching our decision to remain in the 
underwriting syndicate. 11 

Another in&!icat.ed: 

Yes at that time. !his vas based upon the opinion as to 
legality of the iaaue rendered by Bond Counsel, the assumed 
discharge of responsibility by the Account Manager and the 
continuance of arket gracSe ratings by the _jor rating 
.rvices led us to believe that the City ha5 provided 
IlUfficient information for us to .alte a proper juc5gment 
with regard to the craUtworth1neas of the City. Y 

y IesponM 110. 44. 

2/ .. sponae 110. ts. -
II IeIpon8e 110. .,. 

y "ipQnM 110 • ..,. 
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A few IIIf!IIOers questioned the adequacy of the information being provided 

by the City. An eUIIPle: 

Mhat we received vas very limited and certainly not 
~ugh to do an in-depth analysis and came to an 
informed judgment. !I 

• • • • 
Question Fourteen .tates: 

At the time of your organization' s participation in the 
underwritings of the Notes or Bonds, please describe your 
understanding of the purpose of the Notices of Sale and 
Reports of Essential Pacts, which were prepared and 
distributed by the City. Por exarrple, did your organization 
expect that, if there were, 

(A) Any material changes in accounting practices and policies 
by the City, they would have been described therein? 

(8) Any developDents of aaterial matters affecting the City's 
financial condition ane way or the other, they would bave 
been described therein? 

(C) Any overestimates of revenues for prior years frCD the 
Federal or State Governments to the City, or frCD real 
estate tax IIOUrces, auch would have been d1scloeed therein? 

(D) Any renewals or -rollonrs· or Notes, the need for or the 
reasons therefor would have been described therein? 

, 
(E) Any buc5get pps, budget deficits, cash deficits, or deficit 

financing then in existence, auc:h would have been diaclosed 
therein? 

If you did not expect to finc5 the information referred to 
ilmediately above and other relevant information in the Notices 
of Sale and Rtports of Esaential Pacts, did your organization 
finc5 .uch inforation in any other 8OUrce? 

Yes I J 110 I J 

If yes, please delICt 1be auch .:MIrce • 

• • • • 

V "1fOi- lID. 8. 
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Q\e firm provided this response: 

The degree and quantity of information was no different 
from that being furnished at the time by other iasuers 
of general obligation bonds. Thus the answer in that 
context is yes, without giving a great deal of thought 
or consideration as to whether the f~cial information 
_s adequate. We us\lDed it was sufficient and reasonably 
accurate. !bat is the way the municipal bond market 
functioned at that tUDe. !/ 

Generally, the syndicate MDters were unaware of the accounting 

practices of New York City. !bey indicated that normally the lII!Ina9ing 

&mderwriter and bend counselor the rating services were the entities 

with the responsibility for acquainting themselves with information 

concerning the City'. accounting practices. IIowever, the syndicate 

"'~rs reported negative information vas not conveyed to the syndicate 

.,w,ers by the aanaging underwriter, bcnS counselor by the independent 

rating eervices. 

v .~ 110. "t. 
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Question Six states: 

Did your organization prepare any waales literature- with 
respect to the Notes or Bonds? If eo, identify the person(s) 
in your organization responsible for its preparation, and 
indicate whether it _s in fact distributed or given to your 
custaber s. Please furnish copies thereof. 

• • • • 
'fhe majority of the syndicate aanagers responding to this question 

indicated they did not prepare any -aales literaturew with respect to the 

Notes or Bonds. 

• • • • 
C)Jestion ~irty states: 

At the time that your organization acld the Notes or Bonds to 
JOUr public custaDers, did you and your aaleamen .:!vise such 
cust.amers about the p::>8Sibility that the City might defer or 
be c:anpelled to defer .eeting its obligation to certain of its 
noteholders through the enactment of a IIOrator i\lll law? 

• • • • 
Almost every ayndicate aanager reported that no advice was given by 

aalellDen to their public custclDers concerning the possibility that the 

City .igllt defer or be ""-,elled to defer Meting its obligation to 

certain of ita noteholdera through the enactment of • mratorium law. 

* * * • 
QJeation lighteen atatea: 

In 8elllng the a,tes or Bonds to your cuatCllllers, did your organiza
tion r~ tbe purchase of auch Notes or ~s? 

U yea, _t forth 
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(A) 1be approximate dates (periods) when sllch recaiiiendations 
were made; and 

(8) In detail, the basis for such reccmnendations. 

* * * * 
1'hirty-six syndicate IDeITtlers reported they had rec.uuiended the purchase 

of securities; forty-seven rep:>rted they made no recaunendation. 

City Notes or Bonds are: rating services; profitability; reputation of 

the underwriter; inCJependent evaluation; information supplied by the 

City: and, favorable market conditions. Before respoooing to whether a 

recoamendation vas made one organization ccmaented: 

It is difficult for us to understand what is .ant by 
-recGullendat1.ons.· In trying to recollect correctly, 
are at the bank contend we never -reeamended" New 
York City to our customers: others argue to the contrary, 
aince we did in fact buy New York City bcn1s for our 
own portfolio. ~ portfolio purchases, as well as any 
recamendatians, "re made on the mistake or assumption 
that all vas being properly reflected by the City to 
various underwriters and purc:huers of their bands.· !I 

'!be ratings provided by the major rating 8ervices were aet forth 

as a basis for the recallller'dations of City Notes or Bonds. Particularly , 
aignificant vas the fact that lIocK!y'a upgr.sec5 the ratings frem -Baa- to 

-A- in 1972. Additionally, one organization atated: 

!here were am'ly favorable CCIiIIeiIts fran various respected 
City officials about the \ftSerlying value and essential 
80UncSness of Hew York City. Prem time to time our 
cuatcmers were aware that by purchasing Hew York City 

v 8espaMe 110. 50. 
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Bonds they could get an -A- rated bond which afforded 
them a generous yield CCIIplred to other -A" rated credits. 11 

* * * * 
Question Nineteen states: 

In connection with any recatllendations made to your p.1blic 
custcners with respect to the Notes or Bonds, what instructions, 
if any, did your organization give to its salesmen regarding 
the type of atatements or representations you considered 
permissible, and those that you considered ~rmissible, if 
any? 

* * * * 
!he majority of the syndicate's nmiers reported that the questia"l 

vas inappl icable because no recawendations were ude to publ ic customer s. 

Others reported that no specific instructions were given to prospective 

and actual purchasers. Sane syndicate IfteI!ters did not respond, stating 

that no instructions were given because no recarmendations vere made. 

Q\e organization elaborated with respect to its instructions to its 

Ales personnel: 

Since we are a fairly Dall dealer bank operation, we 
are dependent on MnY correspordents for our business. 
Recognizing the time it takes to develop this loyal ty 
~ its iJlp)rtance to our continued profitability we 
have always instructed our Ales people to ~ize 
quality in building a portfolio. In the past, as is 
the case toc!ay, we think it ~rtant not to bear heavily 
on a custclDer to buy bcft!s which would cSetract fran 
UF9r~ing bis portfolio. lie have always instructed our 
wes people that the following three things, listed in 
order of their ~rtance, IIbould be stressed: aafety, 
_turity ~ yield. 2/ -

Another 8)'I'Jdicate ..,ter pointed to the bigher yield and 1JIp:>ssibility 

of cSefaul t of City Rotes Or 8an&5s .s the basis for ita ree;omerdation: 

JI "apcue lID. 51. 
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'!be risk as we saw it at the time which we underwrote 
New York City bonds related basically to downgrading 
and loss of acme marketability. At that time, we 
thought that the higher yields available on New York 
City obligations were a result of the high n\Jld)er of 
bonds outstanding in the market and that possibly these 
bonds could be downgraded. We did not think there 
vas atrj possibility at that time of a New York City 
default. !I 

* * * * 
Questions'1Wenty and ~nty~e state: 

1Ilat degree of risk, if arrj, did your organization believe 
vas involved in the investment in the City's Notes or Bonds 
~ed to other municipalities general obligation securities 
of similar rating and matur ity? 

Specifically describe the risks, if arrj, which your salesmen 
were instructed to relate to your public customers regarding 
the Notes or Bends? 

* * * * 
Notwithstanding the fact that New York City notes and bonds ha3 

a higher yield, IIOSt of the organizations responc5ed that they believed 

the degree of risk involved in the investment in the City's notes and 

bonds vas similar to that of other amicipalities with general obliga

t.ion lleCW'ities of a aimilar rat.ing. 

* * * * 
Question Twenty-tllO .utes: 

1Ilat steps did your organizat.ion take to determine if the 
Rotes or BonISs were suitable for the investment needs and 
objectives of your public customers in accordance vith Rules 
15blo-3 n 15cl-7 of the Rules and Regulations proaulgated 
...ser the Securities Exchange Act of 1934J or in accordance 
with the applicable rules of the National Association of 
Securit.ies Dealers or Stock Exchanges? 

• • • • 

11 "1pCIMe 110. 53. 
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In answer to this question, twenty-seven syndicate JDelri:)ers indicated that 

they relied upon -normal procedure· but it was not clear 1IIhether -normal 

procedure" included a consideration of the rules specified. SeIne of them 

responded that the question vas inapplicable without specifying a reason 

or by stating no response vas necessary because they had no public custaners. 

Sane siDply cUd not answer. A few other organizations offered the 

following CUiiuents: 

'1'he IIIOSt frequently repeated quotation that we heard fran 
investors buying New York City Bonds vas, ·If New York 
City bonds aren't good, what is?" Y . 
liew York City bards vere not singled out for RPMate or 
llpecial suitability determinations. As is the case with 
all eec:urities transactions reoc::mnt!J"ded to [our] custarers, 
registered representatives are not permitted to solicit 
transactions if they have reasonable ground to believe that 
the recallliendation is unsuitable for the customer in light of 
his investment objectives, financial situation and needs. 
'1'he Branch Manager reviews customers' aca:IUnts on a periodic 
basis ~ considers 8IIOng other things, suitability of a 
particular investment in r~rd to the customer's invest.Dent 
objective and econanic status. y 

• 
• • • • 

Question '1'wenty-three states: 

Did your organization obtain arrt Wications of interest fran 
your p,mlic cust.clalers with respect to the Notes or Bonds before 
the actual aales vere consUDlllatecS? If yes, ~icate: 

(A) .. n asch indications of interest vere -finaed up" J 

(B) Bow these indications were -firlled up" J 

(C) Jl)ether ccnfimations were .ant to custaDers, and 

11 aesponae 110. 5&. 
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(D) Whether and when Notices of Sale and the Report of Essential 
Facts were sent to customers • 

• • • • 
!he major ity of organizations claimed that they cUd not obtain 

indications of interest fram public customers with respect to the Notes or 

Bonds before the actual sales were consunmated. 

!hose few who reported obtaining indications of interest stated such 

indications were -firmed up- after the ward was made to the underwriting 

syndicate. ~ indications of interest were confirmed by telephone and most 

of the organizations sent a vr itten confirmation only on request. One 

firm reported the procedures it used as follows: 

Although [ve do not obtain] 'indications of interest' in 
the sense that they are obtained in registered public 
offerings of corporate IleCUrities, the Firm does fran 
time to time obtain presale orders fram public customers 
in connection with public offerings of amicipal 8eCUrities. 
It did obtain certain presale orders with respect to the 
Rotes and Bonds, which were -firmed up" when the Rotes 
and Bonds were bought by the underwriters and sold to 
the p.1blic. !be Mnner in which 8Uch a presale order 
was 'fiC1ll!d up' vas for the Firm to forward a 'when-issued 
confinDation' confirming the purchase. 8ubaequently, 

-when the Notes or Bonds were ready for delivery, the Firm 
eent a "Ialey ccnfirmatian- to each 8Uch purchaser, 
indicating that payDent for the aecurities purchased must 
be -*Ie. !be FinD did not 8enC5 capies of the Motices 
of Sale or Reports of I8sential Feets to its custcmers. !I 

Another atat.ed: 

lnC!ieatians of interest wee ordinarily .olicitec5 
prior to .'tld_ion of • bid by the unc5ervriting 
trOUP in which we participated. If the bid vas 
8UCCleasful, we .,U.cited finD orders ~ lent • 
-when, as, anc! if- canfimation to each cust.amer who 
eave • finD order. IT ior to the closing, 8nC5 at 
the earliest elate at whic:h it was possible to ""'Iplte 

JI P.wrmae 110. 56. 
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the precise amount due, each custaner was sent a final 
confirmation. Copies of the circulars prepared by the 
lead managing underwriting were not sent to cuat:.omers. 
Subsequent to DecentJer 31, 1975 [we] revised [our] pro
cedures to require that offering circulars be .ent to all 
customers who place firm orders for municipal aecurities. 1/ 

• • • • 
Question Twenty-four states: 

Did there cane a tilDe when your organization instructed its 
aalesmen to cease reu::mlending the pll'chase of the Notes or 
Bonds to the public? If so, state when, and why such 
recalilendation vas made at that time • 

• • • • 
Eighteen organizations (of the thirty-six who JUde recxmlendations) did 

not sul::mit a date when the organization instructed its salesnen to cease 

recawending the plCchase of City Notes or Bonds to the public. 'l'hose 

~icate _hhers that respouded affirmatively said that they stopped 

recamending City 8eCUrities 8Ciietime between early 1974 and the default 

of 1975. Sane ayndicate .,..ers stated that purchases of City securities were 

executed strictly upon the buyer's order. '!'here vas c.me organization which 

printed a -no solicitation- legend on the confirmations sent to its custaners. 

'l'be basis for a continued rec:.uiicen4ation vas descr!.bed by one organization 

_ follows: 

We felt w .till do feel that Rev York City vill continue 
to pay principal and interest on its outstanding obligations. 2/ 

11 Response 110. 57. 

1/ ItesponM 110. 58. 



In essence, it vauld appear that the syndicate mesar organizations 

believed that the financial information published by the City was sufficient 

to enable them to make a judgment of creditworthiness as to the City's 

8eCUr ities. '1beir belief as regards the adequacy of the information 

furnished by the City vas not grounded upon independent investigation. 

'!'he 8)'ndicate Jllmber s claim that they relied on the managing underwr iter • s 

investigation to provide the independent investigation of the City's finan

cial condition and accounting practices. Yet, the majority were unaware 

that errt such investigation bad occurred. 

'!'he syndicate generally believed the rating services did investigate 

the City's financial condition. 

Ole syndicate lleftber indicated it vas in a precarious position describing 

its plight as follows: 

At aN. Y. City 8)lndicate meeting with a few hundred 
EnDers, we are presented with a price and profit ac:ale. 
As a participant we are not able to voice our opinion as 
to price, profit margin, couponing etc. aince we have 
just a fraction of one per cent participation. Our sole 
alternative is to accept the terms or drop from the under
writing. 11 

!be syndicate .uters indicate they h85 1IiniJDal, if any, control in 

the &nSerwriting process. Por a 8fndicate _ber to have requested additional 

inforJDation or to baYe pursued any irdeperdent 1nYestigation would have 

l'equired that it have the lIbility to aco*,'liah this objective. No syndicate 

_"'er bad auc:h ability. lJ!beir alternatifts were limi~ - to accept the 

offering or to drop it. 

}/ 8e1pOllM 110. •• 



Bxhibit A 

1. If your organization ever participated in the underwr iting of any 
of the notes or bonds of the City of New York (the ·City") listed 
in the ~ndix (the -Notes or Bonds"), please supply the following 
information: 

(A) The Date of Sale: 

(B) The Total Amount of the Offer ing: 

(C) The AllDunt of Your Participation: 

(D) The Amount of Your Take-Down: 

(E) The ADDunt Placed in the Portfolio or Investment Acoount~ * 

(F) The AllDunt Placed in Fiduciary Accounts: * and 

(G) The AllDunt Sold to Your Public Customers ... 

31. With respect to each revenue anticipation note (-RAN") or tax 
anticipation note (~") of the City which your organization under
wrote, please indicate if and to what extent your organization was 
aware of the following: 

(A) 'fbe source, basis, and purpose of the revenues or tax which 
aJppOrted the issuance of each such RAN or TAN~ 

(B) 'fbe date that the revenues or tues were due or would become due: 

(C) The manner in which the revenues or taxes to be received were 
determined, i.e. whether it vas by estimate, fot1lllla, audit, or 
conf irmation; 

(D) Bow proceec!s frOID each RAN or 'fAN iaaue were actually utilized: 

(E) Whether the revenues or taxes to be received -:Jainst the issuance 
of the RAN or 'fAN were, in fact, received in their entirety; 

(P) If any portion of the revenues to be received was not ectually 
received, tbe fiac:al. remedial ateps taken, if any,' by the City; 

• As of the date of OCIIPletion of each underwriting of the Notes or 
Ionds in tdlich your organization participated • 

.. . fteue provide tbia office with a liat containing the ftIIIeS of all 
p.lblic eustcaera R their aMre .. _ who pur~ tbe lIotea .xl 
IIanc5a fra your organ1utJ.on. ' 
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(G) If any portion of the revenues or taxes to be received 
vas not received, the manner in which the City paid off 
the RAN or TAN at matur ity • 

34. Proyide the Camdssion with information showing the monthly 
position of your organization's portfolio and dealer accounts 
in the Notes or Bonds, for the per ied January 1, 1973 to 
May 30, 1975 as of each JDDnthly closing trade or settlement 
date (Specify which).? 



ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRES SENT TO 

-MANAGING GNDERWRITERS 
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This Section of the Report is a surrmary and analysis of responses to 

the Securities and Exchange Commission's Questionnaire for Managing 

Underwriters, dated January 31, 1977, received from Bankers Trust Company 

("Bankers .Trust"), the Chase Manhattan Bank ("Chase"), Weeden and Co., 

Inc9rporated ("Weeden"), Citibank, N.A. ("Citibank"), Merrill Lynch, 

Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Incorporated ("Merrill Lynch"), and Chemical 

Bank ("Chemical"). The Questionnaire was prepared in connection 

with the staff's investigation into the sale and distribution of 

certain notes and bonds issued by the City of New York. 

Questionnaires were sent to a group of organizations that acted 

as the principal under~iters of City Notes and Bonds during the 

period under investigation. These Questionnaires differed fram those 

sent earlier to non-principal participants in the selling syndicates 

for New York City's securities, because syndicate members had pre

viously indicated that they had placed virtually total reliance on 

the managers of the syndicate for review, research and appraisal 

of the ~ity's financial condition. 

Chase and Citibank participated as the managing underwriters in 

the majority of the issues of New York City's bonds, and as managing or 

principal underwriters for many issues of the City's notes. Therefore, 

their responses are particularly important for an understanding of the 

role of the managers. Manufacturers Hanover ~ust Company did not respond 
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to the Questionnaire. 1/ 

The Questionnaire for managing underwriters consisted of fourteen 

questions. This portion of the report will present, in numerical order, 

the text of each question followed by an analysis of the responses. 

If your organization ever participated in the underwriting of any 

of the notes or boms of the City of New York (the "City':) listed in the 

Appemix (the "Notes or Borns"), please supply the following information: 

(A). The Date of Purchase: 
(B) The Date of Closing or Delivery; 
(C) The Total Amount of the Offering; 
(D) The Amount of Your Participation; 
(E) The Amount of Your Take-Down; 
(F) The Amount Placed in your Portfolio or Investment Accounts;* 
(G) The Amount Placed in your Fiduciary Accounts;* am 
(H) The Amount Sold to Your Public Customers. 

* As of the date of completion of each underwriting of the Notes or Borns. 
Also, if any of the Notes or Borns placed in t-l1ese !>.ccounts were sold out 
of the Accounts prior to maturity or redemption, iooicate the amounts and 
dates of such sales, ~nd the reasons therefor. 

* * * 
The responses to Question One did not permit any general conclusions 

to be drawn as to the extent of participation by each of the organizations 

in umerwriting City Notes and Borns. For the most part, no response was 

given to Question One. It was asserted that the staff had already examined 

1/ In brief, after considerable delay the bank refused to respond to the 
Questionnaire and, finally, a Commission administrative subpoena. More 
~ecently, Manufacturers Hanover Trust has respoooed to the Questionnaire 
in a letter by referring the Commission to testimony taken of one of its 
officers. The staff has concluded that the references were insufficient 
as responses to the Questionnaire. The subpoena remains outstanding. 
Because of the need to complete this and other parts of the Report, the 
decision was made to defer recommendation of action. 
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documents from which the staff could ascertain the answer to Question 

One. Those organizations responding to Question One generally indicated 

that, in response to part (G), no City. Notes or Bonds were placed in 

fiduciary accounts maintained by that organization. 

Question 2 

Please describe the factors which your organization took into accou~t 

in deciding to participate in the underwriting of the Notes or Bonds •. List, 

in descending order of importance, the factors which were deemed the most 

relevant in the decision-making process. 

* * * 
Generally, in no particular order, the factors cited by the organizations 

Wlere (1) rnarketability, (2) profitabilit~l (including both prL~ry ~7'1d secondary 

markets), (3) history of participation in New York Cicy notes or bonds, 

(4) history of participation as an underwriter of Mun:~cipal notes or bonds, 

(5) redeemability, (6) credibility of the City information, (7) legality, 

(8) history of participation in the particular selling syndicate, (9) rating, 

(10) tax exemption, (11) public media infonnation, (12) maintenance of New 

York City as .the financial center, (13) the well being of New York City 

citizens. 

The responses of the organizations,were, in relevant part, 
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(Weeden) If one were obliged to describe the factors which 
Weeden took into account in deciding to partici
pate in the underwriting of City paper, and then 
attempt to put those factors in descending order 

(Chase) 

of importance, the answer would include by rank 
soundness of credit, price, market conditions and 
customer interest. The problems with the question 
and therefore the answer are first that it assumes 
these elements are capable of separation and 
evaluation, let alone ranking, and second, that one 
can re-create one's state of mind several years ago. 
The realities "pre-crisis" of New York City paper 
were that when managing underwriters invited 
Weeden to join in a syndicate to make a Qid we 
were pleased to be asked to join and when we did 
join we assumed that honest data given out by the 
City and analyzed by the expert staffs of the 
managing underwriters and their bond counsel and 
by the rating agencies which followed the City's 
financial affairs carefully would result in a 
price which fully reflected all of the so-called 
"factors" ranging fran soundness of credit to 
customer interest. 

* * * 
No particular factor can be identified as most 
important in the process of determining to under
write a particular issue of Bonds or Notes; each 
decision was lnade in light of the facts and 
circumstances known at the time. As in the case 
of all underwriting decisions, the relevant 
factors considered in deciding whether to under
write issues of Notes or Bonds included investment 
quality, market acceptance, yield, general market 
conditions and internal funding requirements. 

* * * 
(Citibank) Citibank considered all available relevant factors. 

The factors were numerous and varied from issue to 
issue. They were contained in from time to time 
the City's Notices of Sale and Reports of Essential 
Facts, various City annual and monthly reports 
relating to its fiscal condition, independent rating 
service reports, newspaper and magazine articles 
and other public media sources relating to the City's' 
fiscal condition. It is not possible to specify 
generally, in their descending order of ~rtance, 
those factors which Citibank deemed the most 
relevant in the decision-making process. 

* * * 
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(Bankers Trust) Bankers Trust is unable to list the factors it took 
into account in deciding to participate in the 
underwr i ting of Notes and Bonds or to rank such 
factors by their relative importance. Among the 
factors which played a role,. however, were: 
(a) Bankers Trust's historical participation in 
New York City underwritings; (b) New York City's 
satisfactory history of debt repayment; (c) the 
marketability of the Notes and Bonds, and (d) 
Bankers Trust's reasonable belief that the 
Notes and Bonds would be paid when due. 

* * * 
(Merrill Lynch) Merrill Lynch took the following factors, which are 

listed in their order of importance to Merrill 
Lynch, into account in deciding whether to parti
cipate as a member of a syndicate that would offer 
and sell Notes or Bonds: (1) the Notes and Bonds 
were backed by the full faith and credit of the 
City, and bond counsel would deliver a legal opinion 
to that effect at the closing; (2) the rating of the 
Notes and Bonds; (3) indications of interest by 
Llstitutional ~,d retail investors in purchasing the 
Notes and Bonds; (4) the condition of the municipal 
bond market in general and, in particular, the 
market for the City's Notes and Bonds; and (5) the 
effecti ve yield and matur i ty of the Notes end Bonds. 

* * * 
(Chemical Bank) It is impossible specifically to list or quantify 

all of the factors which the Bank or its repre
sentatives took into account in deciding to par
ticipate in the underwriting of an issue or issues 
of the Notes or Bonds. Moreover, to give any mean
ingful ranking of the importance of such factors is 
just not feasible. Such factors were and are in many 
respects of a subjective nature and their individual 
relevance and relative ~rtance varied over tUne 
and from issue to issue. AI though it is thus not 
possible meaningfully to descr ibe all the factors 
taken into account by the Bank in its participation 
in underwriting City Notes and Bonds, as requested 
by Question 2, the Conmission may be aided by the 
following summary of general considerations which 
may have been subject(s) of review by the Bank or its 
representatives in connection with any particular 
underwriting of City Notes or Bonds: The long
standing position of the Bank as a leading or 
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participating underwriter in issue of the City of 
New York, and its belief in the intrinsic worth of 
such securities as evidenced by its portfolio holdings 
thereof; the requirements of Federal, State and local 
law, primarily dealing with the fact that the Bank 
can only underwrite u.S. Government and direct 
obligations of State and municipal securities; the 
Bank's desire to remain active in the market for 
municipal securities, and the circumstance that 
City Notes and Bonds were an extremely important 
component of the market; the Bank's assessment of 
the market for City Notes or Bonds (which as 
indicated constituted a substantial portion of the 
market for municipal obligations), the obvious 
attraction under the Federal tax laws of holding 
tax exempt obligations and consequent prospects 
for profit or loss to the Bank (which in relation 
to total net profits or losses of the Bank was 
not material) resulting from its participation in 
such underwriting; the composition at any point in 
time of the Ba.."'lk' s portfolio and the desirability 
of including City Notes and Bonds in its portfolio 
from the standpoint of both long- and short-term 
liability management; the competitive position 
of the Bank; the Bank! 5 desire to maintain the 
City's position as a financial center and the 
consequent benefit not only to the Bank's business, 
but also the well-being of the City and its citizens. 

The Commission is also referred to the responses 
to Questions 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14. 

Question- 3 

At the time of your organization's participation in the underwr i ting 

of the Notes or Bonds, did it have a municipal research department, or 

designated employees who did municipal research? If so, please provide 

the following information: 

(A) The approximate date when such department or activity 
was begun; _ 

(B) The number of employees engaged in such research; 
(C) The background of each such employee. 

* * * 
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Responses to this question are quite significant in that most 

members of the underwriting syndicates indicated that they relied, 

to a great extent, upon the managing underwriters to analyze and 

investigate data furnished by the City. 1/ However, none of the 

managing underwriter organizations indicated that they had done any 

extensive research at the time of any participation although certain 

of them reported increased activity in their municipal research 

departments in late 1974 and 1975. 

Chase identified a Public Finance Group which was formally begun in 
, 

1971 and which included six employees who engaged in municipal research 

during the years 1973-1977. However, three of those employees were 

transferred to "another area of Chase" in February, Apr i1 and June of 

1974. 

Citibank reported that during the designated time of participation 

two employees "followed certain events pertaining to the offering of 

municipal securities." 

Chemical reported that no formal research department existed 

al though two unnamed employees, one with seventeen and the other with 

three years of experience, had responsibilities that included research 

and analysis relating to the activities of the Bank's Investment 

Division respecting municipal securities. 

!I see, e.g., the Analysis of Questionnaire sent to Syndicate Members. 
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Merrill Lynch had a research department which was organized prior 

to 1970. The portion of that department which analyzed municipal 

securities was staffed by two employees. 

The creation of Weeden's municipal research department is descr ibed 

by Weeden as follows: 

Question 4 

Weeden participated in the October 16, 1974 City 
Bond offering and lost over $1 million for our 
efforts. That jolting loss, plus the New York 
Daily News editorial of October 22, 1974, and 
similar disclosures in the press were the competent 
producing causes of our decision to hire someone 
able to research municipal paper. Accordingly, .in 
late December 1974, David Breen was hired as 
Weeden's municipal research analyst, to commence 
work January 1, 1975. Mr. Breen had previously 
worked for Fitch Investors Service (January 15, 1974 
to December 31, 1974) and Standard & Poor's (April, 
1971 to January 4, 1974). Weeden was attracted to 
Mr. Breen by his prior writings on the City, as 
well as the recommendations of his employers •. 

Regarding your organization's decision to participate in the under-

writing of the Notes or Bonds, specifically describe the extent, if any, 

to which your organization: 

(A) Relied upon its own independent research of the fiscal 
affairs and condition of the City (cf. item 6, infra); 

(B) Received, utilized, or relied upon the information and 
data contained in the Notices of Sale and Reports of 
Essential Facts prepared and issued by the Office of 
of Comptroller of the City; . 

(C) Received, utilized, or relied upon the reports and 
ratings prepared and published by: 

(1) Moody's Investors Service, Inc. 
(2) Standard and Poor's Corporation; and 
(3) Fitch's Investors Service. 

Please indicate whether the reports ever caused you 
to question the ratings, and if so, why. 
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(D) Received, utilized, or relied upon any of the 
following material: 

(1) Monthly Statements prepared by the Office 
of the Comptroller of the City summarizing 
the City's Cash Receipts and Disbursements; 

(2) The Annual Report of the Comptroller of 
the City with respect to the City; 

(3) The Fiscal Newsletter of the City; 

(4) The Executive Budget of the City; 

(5) The capital Budget of the City; 

(6) The Reports of the Comptroller of the 
City issued pursuant to Sections 113, 
212, and 220 of the City Charter; 

(7) Audit Reports of the Comptroller of the State 
of New York with respect to the City; 

(8) Ne\-lspaper articles i or articles in other 
periodicals relating to the City's budgetary 
process ~d fiscal condition. 

[Feel free to elat.orate in your own words in answering items 
( 4 )( 0 )( 1 ) to (8)]. 

with respect to item 4(0)(8), specifically describe the extent to 

which your organization (I) Maintained a file of such articles; (II) 

Referred to such articles for original or basic infonmation; (III) Viewed 

such articles as accurate or reliable; and (IV) Viewed such articles 

as full and fair disclosure regarding the City's fiscal condition, events 

or over all problems, etc. 

(E) Relied upon any of the following statements 
contained in the Notices of Sale and Reports 
of Essential Facts: 

(1) Bonds (and notes) will be valid and legally binding 
general obligations of the City, all the taxable 
real property within which will be subject to 
the levy of ad valorem taxes to pay said bonds 
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(and notes) as well as the interes~ thereon 
without limitation as to rate or amount; 

Yes [.] No [ ] 

(2) The State Constitution requires the City to 
pledge its full faith and credit for the 
payment of the principal of its bonds ( and 
notes) and the interest thereon and to make 
annual appropriations for the amounts required 
for the payment of such interest; and the 
redemption of its bonds; 

Yes [ ] No [ ] 

(3) Payment of debt service shall be 
the first lien on all the City's revenues; 

Yes [ ] No [ ] 

(4) If ••• the appropriating authorities fail to 
make the required appropriations for the annual 
debt service on the bonds and certain other 
obligations of the City, a sufficient sum shall 
be set apart form the first revenues thereafter 
received and shall be applied for such purposes. 

Yes [ ] No [ ] 

* * * 
Generally, the organizations reported that they received, relied upon or 

utilized the data listed in the question. For instance, Citibank stated: 

Citibank generally received the material 
described in sub-papragraphs 4(B) through (D), 
and utilized and relied on some of it, together with 
the material described in subparagraph 4(A), to varying 
degrees in deciding whether to participate in the 
underwriting of the Notes or Bonds. It is not possible, 
however, to state whether a specific item was utilized 
.or relied on by Citibank in its decision concerning any 
given issue of the Notes or Bonds. 

Citibank maintained a file of newspaper 
articles relating to the City's budgetary process 
and fiscal condition. Employees in the Credit 
Supervision Section of Citibank's Money Market 
Division referred to this file from t~ to time 
for information regarding the City's budgetary 
process and fiscal condition. 
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Chemical similarly asserted that it received, utilized, and relied upon 

most of the information specified. Chemical pointed out that the practice 

of the underwriting industry was to r~ly primarily upon the rating agencies. 

Where time permitted, Chemical supplemented such information with data 

provided by the City. Newspapers were throught to provide a great deal 

of material information for the potential purchasers and sellers of City 

NOtes and Bonds, although Chemical did not place "total credence" in 

such articles. Chemical further indicated that: 

With respect to the matters itemized in subparagraphs 
(E)(I)-(4) of Question 4, the Bank understands that 
each of the statements concerns legal requirements of 
the New York State Constitution and Local Finance Law; 
and the Bank's activities with respect to the City's 
Notes and Bonds were premised upon the appl icabil i ty of, 
and compliance by all parties concerned with the require
ments of, those laws. 

Olase's views were similar to those of Chemical and Citibank. 

Banker I s Trust, however, was unable to state the "extent" if 

any to which it" relied" on the information sources referred to in 

Question Four either in general or in connection with any particular secu-

rities issue at any particular time, ~ubject to the following: 

A. Bankers Trust at all times took into account the 
views of its personnel engaged in municipal securities 
research and of those exper ienced in the municipal secu
rities field. 

B. New York City did not make Reports of Essential Facts 
available in connection with Note offerings until the 
BAN offering of March 14, 1975. In connection -with that 
offering and the BAN offering of March 20, 1975 the 
availability of the Report of Essential Facts was a material 
factor in the Bank's decision to participate as an underwriter 
of those issues • 

. C. Bankers Trust did- not subscribe to the reports or ratings 
of Standard & Poor's or Fitch's Investors Service. 
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O. Bankers Trust is unable to state whether any specific 
document listed in items (1) through (8) of subparagraph 
(0) were "relied upon" with respect to any specific issue. 
However, the documents, reports and information listed 
therein, with the exception of items (6) and (7), were 
generally received by Bankers Trust and reviewed by it 
in the course of an on-going examination of the fiscal 
condition of New York City. With respect to item (8), 
Bankers Trust did maintain a file of such newspaper and 
periodical articles. The reliability and accuracy of 
such articles was evaluated separately with respect to 
each article, and it is, therefore, impossible to state 
whether such articles were generally viewed as accurate 
or reliable. Such articles constitute substantial 
evidence that information concerning New York City's 
financial condition was in the public realm and generally 
known. 

E. Bankers Trust believed and understood, at the time of 
each underwriting of Notes and Bonds, that all statements 
contained in the Notice of Sale and/or Report of Essential 
Facts in connection with such Note or Bond issue were 
true and accurate. Bankers Trust is unable to state the 
extent to which it "relied" on any such statement. 

Merrill Lynch wrote: 

Merrill Lynch's decision to participate in a 
syndicate that would offer and sell the Notes or Bonds 
was based upon the factors enumerated in Merrill Lynch's 
answer to Question 2 and, in particular, upon the 
fact that the Notes and Bonds were backed by the full 
fai th and credi t of the City. 

Merr ill Lynch received and reviewed the Notices 
of Sale and had available to it the Reports of Essential 
Facts. Merrill Lynch also received and reviewed the ratings 
and reports prepared by Moody's Investors Service, Inc. and 
Standard & Poor's Corporation, but it did not receive the 
ratings and reports of Fitch's Investors Service. with respect 
to subsection (0) of Question 4, Merrill Lynch received and 
reviewed the Annual Report of the COmptroller of the City 
and the Fiscal Newsletter, but Merrill Lynch did not regu1ar
'ly receive the documents referred to in subsections (0)(1), 
(4), (5), (6) and (7). 

HI'. Jean Rousseau, Vice President and Manager of 
the Municipal Bond Department of Merrill Lynch, regularly 
read articles relating to the City that appeared in the following 
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publications: The New York Ttffies, The Daily News, 
The New York Post, The Wall Street Journal and The 
Daily Bond Buyer. To the extent that Mr. Rousseau 
or any other employee of Merrill Lynch who worked 
on matters relating to the Notes or Bonds maintained 
a file of newspaper articles relating to the City, 
Merrill Lynch has turned such documents over to the 
Commission in response to the Commission's subpoena to 
Merrill Lynch. Merrill Lynch considered the newspaper 
coverage relating to the City to be effective and 
comprehensive dissemination of· current information 
relating to the City's fiscal affairs to the investing 
public. 

Merrill Lynch's answer is "Yes" to subsections 
(E) (I), (2), (3), and (4) of Question 4. 

Weeden's response to Question four is as follows: 

4. A. Prior to Mr. Breen joining Weeden in early January 
1975 we did no independent research on New York City 
paper 0' on any other security we trade as market 
makers other than keeping ourselves posted (i) on 
what the rating agencies were writing in respect of bonds, 
(ii) what was publicly available in the general and 
financial press on both the debt and equity issues we 
trade and (iii) faithfully attending meetings called by 
the managing underwriters of syndicates of which we were 
members. 

B. We have no present record of having received from the 
City in the Pre-Breen period Notices of Sale or Reports of 
Essential Facts, but we assume the underwriters did obtain 
such Notices and Reports, as did the rating agencies and 
bond counsel upon whom we relied. Whether information and 
data contained in such Notices and Reports were "utilized" 
or "reI ied upon" by Weeden would depend pr irnar il y upon 
whether the managers, the rating agencies or bond counsel 
incorporated any such information or data in the materials 
furnished Weeden as a member of the syndicate. That was Pre
Breen. Obviously, once Mr. Breen was on board he sought on 
his own all the information and data he could and reached 
his own conclusions, witness his widely publicized 
January 10, 1975 speech before the City Club of New York ••• 
·After that speech and the extraordinary response by the 
Mayor and the Comptroller, Weeden approached the underwr i t
ing of City paper with our suspicions aroused and with much 
greater reliance on -bond counsel rather than rating agencies. 
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C. Weeden has long been a subscr iber to Moody's and 
Standard & Poor's; and until Mr. Breen joined Weeden, 
we relied heavily on the rating agencies as the prime 
investigators of the City's fiscal practices. Weeden 
never had any reason to question the adequacy of their 
data or their ratings until we took a beating on the 
October 16, 1974 Bond offering and began reading items 

D. Judging from the files which exist today, it would seem 
that Pre-Breen, Weeden did not itself seek out any of the 
materials listed in items 1 through 7 which is not to say 
none were received, utilized or relied upon. Obviously we 
tried to keep posted on materials in the newspapers and the 
various financial periodicals which focus on municipal 
paper. with respect to items 1 through 8 Weeden apparently 
did not keep files of materials received in any systematic 
way although it is very possible that much was thrown out 
when Weeden moved its entire trading operation from New 
York to Jersey City in early 1976. In any case, Post-Breen 
we do seek, utilize and rely upon all information that we 
can reasonably get and maintain files of the same, but even 
now the research done on a competitive underwriting is 
quantitatively and qualitatively different from that done on 
a negotiated underwriting, a critical distinction which is 
nowhere mentioned in this questionnaire. 

E. Pre-Breen th0 answer is "Yes" to all four questions. 
Post-Breen we came to Question 3. 

The organizations had been asked to specifically describe the 

extent, if any, to which they relied, received or utilized various 

types of information. Most of the organizations did not state the 

extent to which they relied or utilized various information. For 

instance, in the 4(A) category concerning reliance upon its own 

independent research, Chase stated: 

On the basis of the information published by the 
City, the Municipal Research Division conducted Credit 
research and analysis with respect to the City. Chase 
officials relied upon the Division's work product. 

Similarly, Bankers Trust and Cit~ were unable to state the 

extent they took into account the views of their personnel who were 
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engaged in municipal research; and Weeden did no independent research 

prior to 1975. 

Generally, the organizations relied upon the rating services and the 

full faith and credit of the City. 

Question 5 

Specifically describe the analysis or study, if any, which your 

organization made of the matters set forth below (1) Before submitting 

bids for the Notes or Bonds; (2) Before inviting other organizations to 

join the syndicate for the purchase and re-sale of the Notes or Bonds; 

(3) Before taking down any of the Notes or Bonds; (4) Before re-sale of 

the Notes or Bonds: 

(1) The creditworthiness of the City's Note? or Bonds; 
(2) The fiscal soQndness of the City; 
(3) The sufficiency of revenues of the City to meet 

its maturin0 obligations; 
(4) The financial data or information presented by 

the City inChe Notices of Sale and Statements 
of Essential Facts; and 

(5) Deficits or budget gaps, if any, of the City. 

If'Your organization's procedures for analysis or study of the above 

matters changed at any time(s) during the time frame in which it participated . 

in the sale of the Notes or Bonds, described when, why and how they changed. 

* * * 
The organizations generally treated the matters listed in (1)-(5) 

as indistinguishable in the decision to participate and either did not 

distinguish the stages in the underwriting process indicated in the 

Question or only discussed one stage. 
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For instance, Chase reported: 

A weekly memorandum containing the Municipal 
Research Division's assessment, based on published 
information, of the investment quality of various 
municipal securities for which bids were to be sub
mitted, including from time to time Bonds and Notes, 
was made available to the Municipal Securities 
Division of Chase prior to bids being submitted. 
Such information was therefore available at about 
the time of formation of any underwriting syndicate 
and prior to submission of a bid, takedown of any 
securities from a syndicate, or resale of securities 
taken down. In reaching an assessment of investment 
quality, the factors listed in question 5 were considered. 

The weekly memoranda submitted by Chase are twelve memoranda prepared 

between December 4, 1973 and April 11, 1974, 19 memoranda prepared between 

January 23, and December 2, 1974: and 2 memoranda prepared between January 7, 

1975 and February 4, 1975. Generally, these memoranda identify the issue, 

rating service r~ting, credit ratL~s, City's debt per capita: Debt 'Est./ 

Full Value, Debt Serv:'.ce/Revenues, Taxes/Est. Full Value, and the Current 

Tax delinquency. Corrar~entary captioned: "Purpose and Status": "Economic 

Bases": "Financial Management": and "Credit" followed. Numerical infor-

mation within these sections changed with each memorandum. The "Purpose" 

and "Status" sections changed with each memorandum generally to identify 

the issue. However, for the most part the substance of each section 

remains the same. 

The information within the captions includes a general consideration 

of the matters listed in subsections (1)-(5). However, Chase did not 

state how this "analysis" bore upon its decision to participate in the 

underwritings. 
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As to the responses of the other organizations, three of the six banks 

referred the Commission to answers given in Questions Two and Four, documents 

already submitted to the Commission, stated that they were never a lead 

managing underwriter, or employed a combination of these responses. Parts 

of the more extensive answers indicated that there was little, if any, 

distinction between the time periods of the underwriting process which 

would warrant further analysis. 

Bankers Trust reported that the factors (1) - (5) were inseparable 

in an assessment of creditworthiness, and that the analysis conducted 

could not be distinguished as to time frame. Bankers Trust stated that 

it made use of all available information in "all phases of the underwriting 

process." 

Barlkers Trust believes that the iteT~ referred to in 
subparagraphs (1) through (5) are inseparable elements to 
be considered in assessing the creditworthiness of the 
issuer. The fiscal soundness of New York City, the suffi
ciency of its revenues to meet its maturing obligations, 
budget deficits and financial data reflecting its fiscal 
condition are all factors which have an impact on the 
public assessment of the creditworthiness of the City's 
Notes and Bonds. Also, since New York City was regularly 
issuing Notes and Bonds, it is impossible to distinguish 
between the amount of study and analysis conducted by 
Bankers Trust in any of the four particular time frames 
mentioned in question number 5. Bankers Trust conducted 
an on-going study of the fiscal condition of New York 
City and its securities, making use of publicly available 
information through all phases of the underwriting 
process • 

. Beginning in approximately February 1975 Bankers Trust's 
analysis and study of the creditworthiness of New York 
City securities intensified with the situation. 
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Chemical Bank answered in a similar vein: 

Ch~~ical reviewed and analyzed the City's creditworthiness 
and fiscal soundness on a continuing basis; such review 
and analysis was based in large part upon the information 
described in the response to Question 4, and in light of 
those factors summarized in the response to Question 2. 
Such review and analysis was neither limited to nor 
necessarily entailed or focused upon any of the individual 
matters set forth in paragraph (1) through (5) of Question 
5. Chemical's basic procedures for review and analysis of 
these matters did not change over time. 

Merrill Lynch's answer was similar to Chemical's, referred to 

factors already stated in response to Questions Two and Four and 

further noted: 

Merrill Lynch was never the "lead manager" of a syndicate that 
offered and sold the Notes or Bonds; accordingly, Merrill Lynch 
never invited other firms to join any such syndicate, but rather 
was itself invited by the lead manager to join certain of such 
syndicates. The factors that Merrill Lynch analyzed in deciding 
whether to participate in a syndicate that would offer and sell 
the Notes or Bonds are enumerated in Merrill Lynch:s answer 
to Question 2. Merrill Lynch also received and reviewed certain 
material described in its answer to Question 4. All of the 
factors enumerated in Merrill Lynch's answer to Question 2 were 
analyzed prior to the submission of a bid, the taking down of 
any Notes or Bonds, or the re-sale of any Notes or Bonds by 
Merrill Lynch. Merrill Lynch regarded the fact that the Notes 
and Bonds were legally backed by the full faith and credit 
of-the City and that City officials repeatedly assured that 
such obligations must be honored first among all claims against 
or obligations of the City as the overriding and paramount 
consideration in deciding whether to participate as a member 
of a syndicate that would offer and sell the Notes or Bonds, 
rather than the matters enumerated in Items (1) through (5) 
of Question 5 or any other matters. Merrill Lynch's procedure 
for analysis, as set forth in this answer, did not change at . 
any time during the time in which Merrill Lynch participated 
as a member of a syndicate that offered aI)d sold the Notes or" 
Bonds. 

Weeden added: 

Since Weeden was never a managing underwriter of any 
City paper during the crisis period of June 1974 to 
March 1975, these questions'are out of focus, as 
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would be our answers. The facts, of cours~, remain 
the same. Pre-Breen we relied on the City to supply 
accurate figures and for the managing underwriters, 
the rating agencies and bond counsel to carefully 
analyze such data for the benefit of all parties, 
including ourselves and the public. Following the 
report on the broad tape of Breen's speech of January 10, 
1975, ••• and the extraordinary press release by the 
Mayor and the Comptroller in response ••• and the sub
sequent exchange of correspondence with the Mayor ••• 
we no longer gave much credence to information given 
by the City and focused instead on the advice of new 
bond counsel. 

Question 6 

Specifically describe any independent investigation or inquiry your 

organization made prior to participation in the underwriting of the 

Notes or Bonds with respect to: 

(A) Fiscal information prepared and presented 
by the City; and 

(B) Fiscal information concerning the City 
prepared and presented by any other sources 
(identifying the sources). 

Please provide the staff with any written reports made by employees, 

members or officers of your organization regarding the Notes or Bonds in 

this context. 

* * * 
In r~sponse to this Question, Chase, Citibank, Bankers Trust and 

Merrill Lynch referred the Commission to information and documents 

already submitted or to responses already submitted in answer to another 

question in the Questionnaire. 
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For instance, Chase responded as follOws: 

Various sources of published information were 
reviewed from time to time by the Municipal Research 
Division, in assessing the investment quality of City 
Bonds and Notes. The most impor.tant of such sources 
are listed in the response to Question 4 herein. In 
addition, materials published by the Citizens Budget 
Commission were used on a regular basis to supplement 
sources of information prepared by the City. Weekly 
Reports of the Municipal Research Division which 
referred to the City have been previously furnished 
to the SEC. 

Chemical stated: 

The Bank relied on bond counsel with respect 
to verification of fiscal information concerning 
issuance of City Notes and Bonds, and, in addition, 
attempted to verify such information in its posses
sion as it does with all other information with regard 
to munic ipal issues. Pr imar ily, it compared new 
items of information corning into its possession with 
similar information received from other sources and 
wi~~ sLmilar information previously in its posses
sion. Given the complexities of the budgetary and 
fiscal affairs of entities like the u.S. Government, 
the State of New York or the City of New York, 
accurate independent verification is almost impJssi
ble. For example, sources of funds quite often are 
found by government officials which were not known 
to be available to the private sector. Any written 
reports in the Bank's possession respecting such 
matters have previously been produced to the 
Commission. The Commission is also referred to the 
responses to Questions 2 through 5 and 8 through 
14 and to the testimony of Bank officers given in 
this proceeding. 

') 

Generally, the organizations stated that they reviewed the information 

that was prepared by the City. Chemical Bank reported that it compared 

current information with past information. However,- in answer to Question 

Six, no organization reported that it questioned the information published 

by the City or by another source. 
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Question 7 . 

Did your organization prepare any sales literature, brochures, 

write-ups, etc. with respect to the Notes or Bonds for delivery to 

customers or others? If so, identify the person(s) in your organization 

responsible for its preparation, and indicate whether it was in fact 

distributed or given to your customers. Please furnish copies thereof. 

* * * 
Traditionally, sales literature may be prepared to advertise aspects 

of the securities issue and to stimulate interest. Generally, the 

responses to Question Seven indicated that there was little sales 

literature prepared by the managing underwriters. Chase, Bankers 

Trust, and Chemical Bank prepared no sales literature. Citibank 

referred the commission to documents already submitted. 

Only Merrill Lynch submitted an extensive report as to the sales 

literature it prepared. Its answer stated: 

Yes, Mr. John S. de Graffenried was the Manager 
of the Municipal and Corporate Bond Sales 
Deve10t:rnent Department and, in such capacity, had 
ultimate responsibility for the content of any such 
sales literature and its distribution to Merrill 
Lynch's customers. With respect to any such adver
tisements placed by Merrill Lynch in newspapers or 
magazines the Advertising Department of Merrill 
Lynch would approve the format of such advertisements. 

The following materials were distributed by 
Merrill Lynch to its account executives who made 
such materials available to customers: 
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(1) a brochure, dated January 15, 1973, entitled 
"A Fresh Look at New York City"; 

(2) a brochure, dated August 16, 1973, entitled 
"Discount Tax-Exempt Municipal Bonds - 'A 
Way to Increase Your Yield'''; 

(3) a brochure, dated August 16, 1973, entitled 
"Advantages of Discount Tax-Exempt Notes"; 

(4) a brochure, dated AprilS, 1974, entitled 
"A Fresh Look at New York City"; and 

(5) a brochure, dated February 5, 1975, entitled 
"Tax-Exempt Notes - The Long and Short of It." 

The following advertisements relating to the Notes or Bonds were 

placed in newspapers or magazines by Merrill Lynch: 

(1) an advertisement, run in January, 1973 
entitled "New York taxpayers: Merrill 
Lynch tells how you could get a 3-way tax 
exemption with upgraded New York City bonds" i 

(2) an advertisement relating to the offering 
of $620,000,000 principal amount of Revenue 
Anticipation Notes; and 

(3) an advertisement run in December, 1973 and 
another advertisement run in April 1974, 
both entitled "Merrill Lynch is bullish on 
New York City tax-free bonds." 

Such materials have been produced to the Commission 
by Merrill Lynch in its response to the Commission's 
subpoena. 

Question 8 

Prior to your organization's participation in the underwriting of 

the Notes or Bonds, did it consult with any outside technical experts, 

such as accountants, or municipal securities analysts, with respect to: 
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(A) The subject matter referred to in item 5? 

(B) The feasibility of engaging in the underwriting of 

the Notes or Bonds? 

(C) The fiscal affairs or status of the City? 

Specify who was consulted, the date of consultations, and the action, 

if any, taken or conclusions reached. 

* * * 
Three organizations - Chase, Merr ill and Weeden -- reported no con-

suI tat ion with outside technical experts. Chase stated: 

Chase did not independently consult outside tech
nical experts, although reports and ratings of 
Moody's Investors Service, Inc. and Standard & 
Poors Corporation (referred to in response to 
question 4(C) above) were reviewed. 

Weeden noted: 

Prior to or in conjunction with accepting an 
invitation to join a syndicate for the purpose 
of bidding on City paper we were the benefici
aries of whatever information the manager, the 
rating agencies and bond counsel elected to give 
out. We were never invited to join the Mayor's 
Committee or the Comptroller's Committee, nor did 
any member of either cornmi ttee undertake to br ief 
us on what was going on. Weeden did not engage 
or seek out "outside technical experts" nor are we 
confident we understand the terms as used in the 
questionnaire nor even whether such "experts" 
exist, let alone whether they would have spoken 
to us and talked freely if questioned. 

The three banks which reported consultations with outside technical 

experts sut:mitted no other information. For instance, Citibank stated: 
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During the course of Citibank's participation 
in the underwriting of the Notes or Bonds, it 
consulted with persons, experts and non-experts, 
concerning the subject matters referred to above. 

It is not possible to specify who was consulted, 
the dates of consultation, o~ the action, if any, 
taken or conclusions reached. 

And, Bankers Trust stated: 

As has been stated previously in response to ques
tion number 5, the matters referred to in 
subparagraphs (A), (B) and (C) are considered by 
Bankers Trust to be interrelated elements which 
affected its decision to participate in an under
writing of New York City securities. Therefore, 
it is impossible to distinguish consultations with 
outside technical experts with respect to any 
particular matter referred to therein. At various 
times, Bankers Trust did discuss the financial con
dition of New York City with issuers of reports on 
municipal secur i ties and analysts at other banks 
and brokerage firms. 

Chemical Bank stated: 

Question 9 

Except for its normal business discussions with 
other members or potential members of under
writing groups, the Bank only consulted with 
outside public sources of information to supple
ment its review and analysis. The Bank does not 
know whether some or any of such publ ic sources 
of information might be considered by the 
canmission to be "technical experts" as that term 
is used in Question 8, but the Commission is 
referred in this respect to documents previously 
produced to the Commission and to the testimony 
of Bank officers given in this proceeding. 

What was your organization's understanding as to the role or 

duties of a managing underwriter in connection with the underwriting of the 

Notes or Bonds? For example, 
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(A) Did your organization believe that a managing under

writer had or assumed the responsibility to verify 

or investigate the accuracy, completeness or 

veracity of the information prepared and presented 

to them from other sources? 

(B) Did your orga~ization understand or believe that a 

managing underwriter had an obligation to bring to 

the attention of the syndicate any negative aspects 

relating to the Notes or Bonds? 

(C) Did your organization ~~erstand or believe that a 

managL~g ~~derwriter's decision to underwrite the 

Notes Of 30;-103 was in and of itself an eA"'PfeSS or 

i.lrplied approval of tl"1e craditworthiness of the 

City's =:sc~: position and its Notes or Bonds? 

In each inst~:cel state the basis for the understanding or belief. 

(D) In any eVe;::' I please reflect yo~ mlderstanding or 

belief of a w~~aging lli,derwriter's role or duties 

in this co~:,ection. 

* * * 
The typical re5?C·nse from syndicate members, when asked to describe 

the exte~t of their i~ependent investigation prior to participation in 

the ll.T'loerwritir:s s:.:-::<iicate, was that they relied upon the managing underwriter 

to investigate the creditworthiness of the Notes or Bonds, and generally 

expected to be notified of any negative aspects relating to the Notes 

or Bonds. Generally, the managing underwriters did not understand the 
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duties of the managing underwriter to include those referred to in Question 

Nine, sections (A), (B) and (C). Chase understood its duty to include 

a responsibility to disclose material non-public information, if known, 

or to abstain from the offering. However, Chase submitted that this situation 

did not occur. Chase stated: 

As managi~g underwriter of a syndicate formed to bid 
for Notes or Bonds, Chase assumed the responsibilities 
set forth in the syndicate agreement. Chase did not 
believe that the decision of a managing underwriter 
to underwrite Notes or Bonds constituted approval of 
the credit worthiness of such securities, or that the 
managing underwriter assumed the responsibility for 
verifying or investigating the veracity of informa
tion prepared by third parties. Of course, if Chase 
actually had known of material non-public information 
about the City at the time of an offering of Bonds or 
Notes, it would have assumed a responsibility to 
either disclose such information or abstain fram 
participation in such offering. This situation did 
not, however, occur. 

Citibank stated: 

We believe this question to be inappropriate in the 
present conteyt. We understand that the staff is in 
the process of preparing a report for the Commission, 
which report might comment adversely upon New York 
City and others involved in the sale of its securities 

- and might conceivably reconmend enforcement action -
against them. Citibank would be happy to respond to 
this question in the context of a rulemaking or other 
proceeding in which the Commission was generally 
studying the municipal securities market and consider
ing whether some new legislation or regulation was 
necessary or appropriate in connection therewith. 

In addition, this question is inappropriate in that 
it calls for a legal opinion and/or conclusion of law. 

Citibank answered Questions 9, 10, 11 and 12 with the same response. 

Bankers Trust's response was a composite of that received fram Chase 

and Citibank: 
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Bankers Trust understands that the managing underwriter 
had a duty at all times to comply with the law, and 
that it had a duty at all times not to knowingly mis
represent facts concerning securities it underwrote or 
knowingly to omit material facts regarding such issues. 
TO the extent that item 9 would require Bankers Trust 
to express an opinion or to state its belief as to 
what the legal requirements applicable to municipal 
securities underwritings are or were, we believe that 
such a request is inappropriate in the context of an 
investigation conducted for enforcement (as distinct 
from regulatory) purposes. 

Chemical referred to syndicate agreements previously submitted 

to the Commission. These" agreements describe the contractual duties 

of the managing underwriter, but do not address the description of 

duties in Question Nine subsections (A), (B) and (e). Chemical noted: 

The Bank's understanding as to the role and duties 
of a managing underwriter in connection with the under
writing of City Bonds is contained in contracts among 
members of Bond underwriting groups, copies of which 
in the possession of the Bank have previously been 
produced to the Commission; and the Bank understands 
the role of a managing underwriter of a Note underwriting 
group had similar responsibilities. The Bank believes 
that pursuant to these contracts a managing underwriter 
would have brought to the attention of the other 
members of an underwriting group any materially 
neg"ative aspects relating to the issue not thought to 
be known to such members of which the managing under
writer became aware and understands that the partici
pation of the managing underwriter in any issue implies its 
belief in the creditworthiness of the obligations being 
underwritten. 

Merrill Lynch stated: 

The lead managing underwriter had the responsibility of 
organizing the syndicate, communicating the syndicate's 
bid to the City, coordinating the selling activities 
of the syndicate after having ascertained that the 
appropriate closing documents would be obtained, 
including the legal opinion from bond counsel to the 
effect that the Notes or Bonds were validly issued and 
backed by the full faith and credit of the City. 
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(A) Merrill Lynch does not understand what II information" 
and what "other sources" the Corrnnission is referring to 
in Question 9. Merrill Lynch assumes that the Commission 
is asking whether Merrill Lynch believed that the 
managing underwriter had the responsibility to verify 
or investigate the accuracy of statements made in the 
Notices of Sales and the Reports of Essential Facts. 
The Notices of Sales and the Reports of Essential Facts 
were public official documents prepared by the City. 
The Notice of Sale was not a disclosure document, but 
simply an advertisement by the City for bids on a 
proposed offering that would set forth the terms of the 
proposed offer ing. Merr ill Lynch did not regard the 
Report of Essential Facts as a disclosure document, 
but rather as a document that contained only certain 
information about the City. Therefore, Merrill Lynch 
did not believe that the managing underwriter had the 
responsibility to verify the accuracy of statements 
made in these public official documents. Merrill Lynch 
did believe that the managing underwriters had the duty 
to verify that the Notes or Bonds were validly issued 
and backed by the full faith and credit of the City and 
that such duty was satisfied by obtaining a legal 
opinion to that effect from bond counsel. 

(B) Merrill Lynch did not believe that a managing 
underwriter had an obligation to bring to the attention 
of the other syndicate members adverse information 
regarding the City's fiscal condition because such 
information was already in the public domain. Merrill 
Lynch did, however, believe that any member of a 
syndicate would have the responsibility of informing 
the other syndicate members of any non-public, adverse 
information of which it had knowledge that related to 
the City. 

(C) No. 

The basis for Merrill Lynch's answer to this Question 9 
is standard industry practice. 

Instead of answering "yes" or "no" to the description of duties of the 

managing underwriter in Question Nine, sections (A), (B) and (C), 

Weeden ordered its response to state that it relied in the first instance 

upon the City and in the second instance upon the managing underwriter, bond 

counsel and rating services. Weeden responded: 
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There were but two syndicates bidding on City paper 
during the 1974-75 crisis period and the managing 
underwriters of each had employees (some former City 
employees) whom Weeden believed were extremely know
ledgable about the City's fiscal affairs. Accordingly, 
we relied completely in the first instance on the 
City to give out accurate facts and then on the 
managing underwriters, along with bond counsel and 
the rating agencies to analyze sucn facts and keep us 
fully advised. After the Breen speech, the broad 
tape excerpt of it, the Mayor's and Comptroller's press 
release and the letter exchange with the Mayor, we had 
little faith in the information being given out by the 
City and relied instead upon the investigation of new 
bond counsel. In fact, of course, there was very 
little City paper issued after the Mayor's letter of 
February 25, 1975 in which, at that late date, he was 
still insisting that Mr. Breen was "yelling fire ll in 
a crowded theater when there is no fire. 

Bankers Trust submitted one characterization of the extent of the 

duties of a managing underwriter: "The managing underwriter had a duty 

at all times to comply with the law and it had a duty at all times not 

to knowingly misrepresent facts ••• or omit material facts." . Other 

responding organizations sUnilarly recognized an obligation to 

disclose material, non-public adverse information in their possession 

relating to the City's fiscal affairs. 

One point worth noting is that while Chase believed that its decision 

to be a managing underwriter of the City's Notes or Bonds did not constitute 

approval of the creditworthiness of such securities - a view to which 

Merrill subscribed - O1emical stated: 

••• the participation of the managing underwriter in 
any issue inplies its belief in the creditworthiness 
of the obligations being underwritten. 
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Further, those organizations responding uniformly believed that a 

managing underwriter did not have a responsibility independently to verify or 

investigate information received from sources outside.the organization. 

Question 10 

Please describe your understanding of the role or duties of bond counsel 

in connection with the underwritings of Notes or Bonds. And specifically 

discuss the following: 

(A) Did you believe that designated bond counsel had a duty 

to disclose to the underwriters who purchased the Notes 

information which was brought to their attention concerning 

the sufficiency of revenues or taxes behind the Notes? 

(B) Did you believe that designated bond counsel had a duty 

to make same investigation as to the basis for the City;s 

estimates of revenues to be received against which the 

City was issuing Tax Anticipation Notes and Revenue 

Anticipation Notes? 

* * * 
Generally, the managing underwriters responded that they had believed bond 

counsel had the duties described in Question 10. 

Chase believed that subsections (A) and (B) described bond counsel's 

duties and stated: -

It was Chase's understanding that bond counsel was 
to provide a legal opinion as to the validity of 
Notes or Bonds, as the case may be. It was further 
assumed that bond counsel would receive from the 
City such data -as bond counsel required to enable 
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it to determine in connection with rendering its 
opinion that there were taxes or revenues in antic i
pation of which tax anticipation notes or revenue 
anticipation notes could be issued under the relevant 
provisions of the State' s ~al Finance Law. Chase 
believed that bond counsel would call to Chase's 
attention any material facts concerning the 
sufficiency of such taxes and revenues. Chase was 
aware that Bond counsel dealt directly with various 
City officials in the process of preparing to 
render its opinion, but was not aware of specific 
steps taken to verify information obtained. 

Citibank and Bankers Trust did not respond to Question Ten. Bankers 

Trust stated: 

We believe that such a request is inappropriate in 
the context of an investigation conducted for 
enforcement (as distinct from regulatory) purposes. 

Merrill Lynch expected that bond counsel would do whatever was 

necessary to provide or to deliver a legal opinion to the effect that 

the notes or bonds were validly issued, backed by the full faith and 

credit of the City and exempt from taxes. 

Merrill Lynch wrote: 

It was the responsibility of bond counsel to deliver 
an opinion at the closing substantially to the effect 
that the Notes or Bonds had .been validly issued by 
the City, were backed by the full faith and credit 
of the City, and the interest on the Notes or Bonds 
was exempt fran Federal, New Yor k State, and New 
York City income taxes. It would be the responsi
bility of bond co~sel to do whatever was necessary 
to enable them to render such an opinion. If bond 
counsel were not able to render such an opinion, bond 
counsel would have to explain to the syndicate members 
the reasons for not being able to do so. 

Chemical's response was similar to that of Merrill Lynch. 
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weeden distinguished the investigation necessary for a competitive under-

writing from the investigation necessary for a negotiated underwriting and 

stated: 

Yes to both A and B, but we are not clear on the 
.extent of the investigation appropriate or 
feasible in competitive underwritings of exempt 
securities as distinguished from negotiated under
writings of non-exempt securities. In any given 
week Weeden can participate in from 20 to 40 
competitive underwritings of exempt securities. 

Generally, the responses were formulated to suggest that the managing 

underwriters had an understanding that bond counsel had a duty to perfonn 

an independent investigation, although the extent of independent investigation 

expected was unclear. The managing underwriters stated that they believed 

that the bond counsel, rather than they, had the duty to investigate the 

sufficiency of revenues or taxes and the basis of the Cityis estUnates. 

Question 11 

At the t~ of your organization's participation in the underwritings 

of the Notes or Bonds, please describe your understanding of the purpose of 

the Notices of Sale and Reports of Essential Facts which were prepared and 

distr ibuted by the City. FOr example, did your organization expect that, if 

there were 

(A) Any material changes in accounting practices and policies 

by the City, they would have been described therein? 

(B) Any developments of material matters affecting the City's 

financial condition one way or the other, they would have 

been descrLbed therein? 
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(C) Any overestimates of revenues for prior years from the 

Federal or State Governments to the City, or from real 

estate tax sources, such would have been disclosed therein? 

(D) Any renewals or "rollovers" of Notes, the need for or the 

reasons therefor would have been described therein? 

(E) Any budget gaps, budget deficits, cash deficits, or deficit 

financing then in existence, such would have been disclosed 

therein? 

If you did not expect to find the information referred to ~ediately 

above and other relevant information in the Notices of Sale and Reports 

of Essential Facts, did your organization find such information in any 

other source? 

Yes [ No [ ] 

If yes, please de3cribe such source and what you found. 

* * * 
Generally, the stated understanding regarding the Notices of Sale 

was that they were a mere advertisement or notification of a future 

offering. The managing underwriters stated that they did not expect 

the information referred to in this Question to be included in the 

Notices or in Reports of Essential Facts. In contrast, the syndicate 

members deemed the matters referred to in subsections (A)-(E) to be 

material and expected that these matters would be included in the 

Notices of Sale and the Reports of Essential Facts. 
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Chase did not respond to the question directly but stated: 

It was Chase's view that Notices of Sale and Reports 
of Essential Facts were designed to notify prospective 
purchasers of a competitive,offering of Notes or Bonds. 
It was Chase's assumption that the contents of such 
Notices and Reports were in accordance with the 
requirements of the State's Local Finance Law and 
regulations issued thereunder. 

Information published by the City, including that 
referred to in response to Question 4, was Chase's 
source of information regarding the topics referred 
to in paragraphs (B) through (E) of Question 11. 
The information on these topics contained in such 
sources, was referred to, in general terms, in weekly 
reports of the Municipal Research Division and the 
reports of the Municipal Research Division to the 
Municipal Credit Portfolio Review Committee, copies 
of which have been furnished to the SEC. No informa
tion with respect to material changes in accounting 
practices and policies of the City as such was 
disclosed in materials reviewed by the Municipal 
P~search Division. 

Bankers Trust reported that a reason why the Reports of Essential Facts 

were not reliable sources for material information Wc,S that they were not 

prepared in connection with Note issues until March 14, 1975. 

It was Bankers Trust's understanding during its partici
pation in the underwriting of the Notes and Bonds that 
the primary purpose of the Notice of Sale was to announce 
the sale to the public and to provide a summary statement 
of the City's authority to issue a particular security. 

Reports of Essential Facts were not prepared in connection 
with Note issues until March 14, 1975. Bankers Trust did 
expect such Reports when issued by the City to contain 
such facts, including those outlined in subparagraphs (A) 
through (E), as might be essential to an evaluation of 
the creditworthiness of the security being issued at 
that point ~n tUne. Prior to February, 1975, it was 
Bankers Trust's understanding that a Report of Essential 
Facts prepared in connection with a bond issue would 
contain reference to material changes in accounting 
practices and policies by New York City, but. would not 
be expected to provide information. as to the matters 
descr ibed in subpar agr aphs (B) through (E). Any infor
mation obtained by Bankers Trust with respect to such 
matters was publicly available information. 
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Merrill Lynch reported: 

The Notices of Sale were the means by which the City 
advertised for bids on a proposed issue of Notes or 
Bonds, and such Notices of Sale set forth certain 
terms and conditions with respect to the proposed 
offering. The Reports of Essential Facts were 
public official documents prepared by the City that 
contained certain information about the City. Merrill 
Lynch did not regard the Reports of Essential Facts 
as disclosure documents. "Merrill Lynch did not 
distribute the Reports of Essential Facts to its 
customers, except that Merill Lynch did distribute to 
its customers the Report prepared by the City in 
connection with an offering of revenue anticipation 
notes on March 7, 1975, because a majority of the 
members of the syndicate had agreed that all syndicate 
members should distribute that Report, as supplemented 
by press release from the Comptroller, to the 
purchasers of the Notes. 

Merr ill Lynch's answer is "No" to subsections (A) 
through (E) of Question 11. Merrill Lynch found the 
information referred to in subsections (A) through (E), 
as well as other releva~t information relating to ~~e 
City, in the publications referred to in Merrill 
Lynch's answer to Question 4. 

Chemical Bank reported: 

The Bank understands that the Notice of Sale was in 
substance a form on which an upcoming issue of City 
Notes or Bonds was announced and that the Report of 
Essential Facts was a summary of basic statistical and 
debt information respecting the upcoming issue. More 
detailed information as to such matters as those 
referred to in subparagraphs (A) through (E) of 
Question 11 might be reflected in some or all of the 
other sources referred to in the response to 
Question 4 •••• 

Weeden (which was not a managing underwriter) reflected the response of. 

the syndicate members, which was contrary to the stated expectations of the 

managing underwriters. 
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We do not believe that Notices of Sale and the Reports 
of Essential Facts were in fact "distributed by the 
City." 'Ihey may have been available either before 
or after the fact to those knowledgable enough to 
know whom to ask and determined enough to keep asking 
until they got them. Passing those problems with the 
question, the answer is "yes" to A through F and 
"no" on the use of other sources before Mr. Breen 
was hired. 

Chemical Bank, Merrill Lynch and Chase reported that the City publications 

(e.g. Monthly statements: Annual Report, etc.) listed in Question Four were 

the sources for the accounting practices information. However, Chase submitted 

that: 

No information with respect to material changes in 
accounting practices and policies of the City as 
such was disclosed in materials reviewed by the 
Municipal Research Division. 

Bankers Trust submitted that: 

Any information obtained by Bankers Trust with 
respect to such matters (A)-(G) was publicly 
available information. 

Question 12 

Did your organization believe that the City provided sufficient finan

cial information and other data concerning its affairs as to the Notes or 

Bonds being· offered and sold to enable your organization to make an 

informed judgment of the creditworthiness of the City and its Notes or 

Bonds. If your answer is in the affirmative, state why. 

* * * 
with certain caveats to their answers, two of the three responding 

managing underwriters believed that the City provided sufficient financial 
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information to allow an informed judgment of creditworthiness to be made. 

Chase noted: 

During the relevant period it was the belief of the 
Municipal Research Division that the City was 
providing sufficient financial information which 
would enable the Municipal Research Division to 
make a reasonably informed judgment of the credit
worthiness of the City's Notes and Bonds. This 
belief was grounded on the fact that published 
information contained information of the type 
contained in reports by other municipalities and 
of the type usually used as a basis for analysis of 
municipal credits. Of course, Chase had no 
opportunity to verify such published infonnation 
since the actual records and books of the City were 
not available to Chase. 

Chemical Bank reported that the information available was assumed 

accurate and that its own analysis and the rating services' analysis did not 

find the information questionable. It stated: 

Based on the assumption that the financial information 
and other data provided by the City on which the Bank 
relied in its &lalysis was accurate and in the absence 
of any clear and convincing source of-information 
described in the response to Question 4, 5 and 6 ••• 
(including reports of the rating services and other 
publicly available information), which would came to 
the Bank's attention in the course of its own review 
and analysis, calling into question information and 
data provided by the City, the Bank believed that it 
was in a position to make an informed judgment of the 
creditworthiness of the City and its Notes and Bonds. 

Me'rrill Lynch reported t!'lat it relied on the full faith and credit of the 

City, the New York State Constitution, the legal opinion of bond counsel and 

the verbal assurances of the Mayor and Comptroller as the basis for its 

judc;Jment of creditworthiness, rather than the published financial information. 

Citibank and Bankers Trust refused to respond to the question. 
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Question 13 

With respect to each revenue anticipation note ("RAN") or tax antici-

pation note.("TAN") of the City which your organization underwrote, please 

indicate if and to what extent your organization was aware of the following: 

(A) 'the source, and method of computation of the revenue or 
taxes which supported the issuance of each RAN or TAN: 

(B) 'the date that the revenues or taxes were due or would 
become due; 

(C) 'the manner in which the revenues or taxes to be received 
were determined, i.e. whether it was by estimate, 
formula, audit, or confirmation; 

(D) How proceeds from each RAN or TAN issue were actually 
utilized; 

(E) Whether the revenues or taxes to be received upon which 
the issuance of the RANS or TANS ' .... ere based, were, in 
fact, received in their entirety: 

(F) If any portion of the revenues to be receiv~d was not 
received, the manner in which the City paid off the 
RAN or TAN at maturity. 

* * * 
Citibank -stated, in response to this Question: 

It is not possible to specify the state of Citibank's 
awareness with respect to each of these matters for 
eaGh particular issue of revenue anticipation notes 
and tax anticipation notes. 

Chase stated: 

Chase was aware of the matters set forth in question 
13 insofar" as (1) it assumed on the basis of Bond 
Counsel's opinion that the computation of anticipated 
taxes or revenues was in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of the Local Finance Law, (2) the source of 
anticipated taxes or revenues was identified in the 
relevant notice of sale, (3) the C.ertificate of Award 
signed by the Comptroller of the City in connection 
with each issue of Notes specified anticipated taxes 
or revenues; and (4) the Municipal Research Division 
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was able to determine on an aggregate basis from 
examination of information published by the City (a) 
amounts and due dates of anticipated taxes and 
revenues, (b) whether portions of such taxes and 
revenues remained uncollected at the end of a fiscal 
year, and (c) the apparent method of reserving for or 
financing any such taxes and revenues remaining 
uncollected. 

Bankers Trust stated that it believed that the items identified in 

subparagraphs (A) through (E) were covered in the investigation of bond 

counsel. Bankers Trust therefore stated that it considered it reasonable 

to rely on bond counsel's conclusions as to these matters. As to the balance 

of the items, Bankers Trust, although purportedly maintaining a constant 

general review of the City's fiscal condition, did not consider investigation 

with respect to those items as " ••• appropriate to its function as an under-

writer •••• " 

Chemical Bank stated: 

The Bank understood and was aware of the fact that the 
source and method of computation of City revenues or
taxes were subject to the provisions of the New York 
State Constitution. The Bank understood and was aware 

- of the fact that property tax collection schedules are 
published by the City and actual receipts and monthly 
cash value were reported by Moody's as part of their 
"MIG" reports and in the monthly report of the 
Comptroller. With respect to the manner in which 
anticipated revenues were determined, the Bank under
stood that State and Federal aid to the City was usually 
~etermined by a formula or by way of re~ursement under 
certain aid programs. The Bank's awareness of the other 
matters referred to in Question 13 was premised on 
publicly available information contained in sources 
descr ibed in the response to Question 4, ••• 

Merrill Lynch reported: 

It was Merrill LYnch's understanding that TANS were 
issued against real estate taxes levied and due during 
the fiscal year in which such TANS were issued and that 
RANS were issued against specifically identified revenues 
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from state and federal sources due during the fiscal 
year in which such RANS were issued. As to compliance 
with legal requirements in connection with the issuance 
of TANS and RANS, Merrill Lycnh relied upon the opinion 
of bond_counsel. with respect to the matters referred 
to in subsections (D) through (G) of Question 13, 
Merrill lynch did not regard such post-closing events as 
relevant inasmuch as the TANS and RANS were backed by 
full faith and credit of the City. 

Weeden, placing reliance on bond counsel, the City, rating ~gencies 

and the managing underwriters, also emphasized that the frequency of rollover 

of Notes It ••• obscured the specifics of any given issue." 

Question 14 

(A) What was your organization's understanding of the type of account-

ing system employed by the City of New York during the period 

January 1973 to May 1975? 

(B) Please provide the staff with any reports, whether intended for 

internal or external use, made by employees, members, or officers 

of your organization regarding the City's accounting system during 

such per iod • 

* * * 
Merrill -Lynch's, Chemical Bank's and Weeden's response were as follows: 

It was Merrill Lynch's understanding that the City 
accounted for revenues on an accrual basis and for 
expenditures on a cash basis. Any such report 
referred to in subsection (B) of Question 14 would 
have been produced by Merrill Lynch to the Commission 
in its response to the Commission's subpoena. 

* * * 
Chemical Bank understood that the City's accounting 
system was subject -to requirments of State law and 
was premised on a modified cash basis approach. 
Reports made within the Bank regarding the City's 
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accounting system, if any, have been produced to the 
Commission pursuant to the subpoena addressed to the 
Bank dated January 16, 1976. 

* * * 
Weeden used to believe the City employed generally 
accepted accounting procedures. The New York Daily 
News editorial ••• destroyed that myth; and the letter 
exchange with the Mayor in January and February 1975 
left little doubt that those in charge were unwilling 
publicly or privately to concede the gravity of the 
problem. 

Chase, a principal underwriter of many New York issues wrote: 

Chase is unable to respond to this question because no 
information fully stating the basis of the accounting 
system employed by the City was made available. (Reports 
if any, are already suhnitted). 

Citibank wrote: 

(A) This question is so general, vague, and ambiguous 
that Citibank is unable to frame a response. 

(B) The information requested is reflected in the 
documents produced by Citibank pursuant to SEC 
subpoena. 

Bankers Trust stated: 

Bankers Trust does not understand the meaning of the 
phrases "type of accounting system" and therefore is 
not able to respond to subpar agar aph A. All documents 
which would be responsive to subparagraph B have 
previously been furnished to the Staff. 
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CCNCLUSlOO 

While conclusions with respect to the role which the managing under

writers played in connection with the collapse of the City's finances are 

drawn elsewhere, we believe that it is important to note that the organizations 

responding to the Questionnaire did little, if any, independent investigation 

relating to the financial affairs or creditworthiness of the City in connection 

with the underwriting process. Rather, reliance was purportedly placed by 

the managing underwriters on, among other things, the City's "full faith and 

credit" and investigation by bond counsel and the rating services. 


